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The liberal arts are once again at the center of the national 
discussion of American higher education.

During the month of June, arts and humanities faculty at Har-
vard publicized Mapping the Future, an investigation of current 
teaching in the humanities in the face of waning student inter-
est. A few weeks later, the long-anticipated study of the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Sciences, The Heart of the Matter: 
The Humanities and Social Sciences, commissioned by a biparti-
san congressional group, presented a compelling case for the 
foundational role of the humanities and social sciences in train-
ing the knowledgeable global citizens of the 21st century.

Underlying both reports is the anxiety that the arts, humani-
ties, and social sciences are underfunded and endangered, and 
that the welfare of our society is consequently at risk. Both 
documents are clarion calls to action: scholars are enjoined to 
present the arts and humanities in ways that engage under-
graduates thirsting for a broad training in the humanistic 
fields, and politicians are reminded that the liberal arts are 
essential for the future well-being of our society.

It is unfortunate that the humanities and social sciences find 
themselves in continual need of apologists. Part of this “crisis” 
arises from the current emphasis on STEM (science, technol-
ogy, and mathematics) in the public conversation, and part 

from a lack of understanding 
of the ways in which the 
humanities and social sciences 
can help resolve the big chal-
lenges of our time  —  social 
inequality, poverty, environ-
mental degradation, economic 
decline. Part is due to the 
understandable concern about 
whether arts and humanities 

majors can find stable employment, and part to the perception 
that research and teaching in the humanities and social sci-
ences may have little relevance to today’s undergraduates.

Such concerns are reasonable, and we in the academy have the 
responsibility to articulate clearly why we believe the humani-
ties and social sciences are central to American higher educa-
tion. I invite alumni and friends to help; I have heard repeatedly 
from many CLA graduates how invaluable their liberal arts 
education has been to the fashioning of their careers.

The articles in this issue present ample evi-
dence of the value of the liberal arts. Indeed, 
our focus on agility and creativity make abun-
dantly plain the ways in which a liberal arts 
education prepares undergraduates for the 
future. Agility  —  the ability to negotiate 
quickly and even unconsciously between con-
ceptual and practical action — is embedded in 
the distinctive education provided by the lib-
eral arts. The liberal arts tack repeatedly 
between theoretical and practical training: one 
learns, for example, not only about the nature 
of justice, but also about how best to argue for 
justice. One can study diverse approaches to 
pressing socio-economic issues — and acquire the skills to 
communicate them in a second language. One can make art 
about the ill effects of climate change on the biosphere  —  and 
formulate solutions to staunch further harm. The ability to 
formulate judgments, occasionally with conflicting and 
incomplete information, and to take action grounded in prin-
ciples, knowledge, and experience is the hallmark of a liberal 
arts graduate; these are characteristics many employers desire 
and other nations seek to emulate.

As you may know, I am stepping down as dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts to return to research and teaching in the Depart-
ment of German, Scandinavian and Dutch. The University will 
conduct a national search for a new dean. Meanwhile, Professor 
Raymond (Bud) Duvall, Morse-Alumni Distinguished Teach-
ing Professor, has agreed to serve as interim dean. Bud is  
highly regarded for his scholarship and leadership of the politi-
cal science department since 2007. I know he will serve the  
college very well during this transition. 

It has been a privilege to serve as dean and to learn from  
our faculty, students, alumni, and friends about the diver-
sity that comprises the liberal arts. As we continue to work 
together to promote the arts, humanities, and social sciences, 
we should never lose sight of the excitement of connecting 
these areas to other spheres of knowledge. It is not the liberal 
arts versus STEM, or the humanities at odds with the social 
sciences. Instead, in practicing the agility of a liberal arts edu-
cation, we should remain mindful of the interconnections 
between all disciplines and the ways in which each of them 
illuminates the other.

> an arGUMent For aGility
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jaMeS a. pareNte, jr.

Dean, College of Liberal arts
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z.umn.edu/aaasreport

Harvard report:  
z.umn.edu/harvardreport

Information on national  
search for new dean of CLA:  
z.umn.edu/clasearchdean
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Human beings don’t have a corner on sexual 
politics. Chimpanzees, our closest living relatives, 
engage in them, too.

Nicole Scott, cognitive sciences Ph.D. student, 
made headlines recently when she reported in the 
American Journal of Primatology on communica-
tion differences among chimps.

For one thing, she found that female chimps 
curry favor with males. “[F]emales sort of ‘suck 
up’ to them,” using gestures of greeting and 
submission, she told BBC Nature. Meanwhile, 
among themselves, females are more aggressive 
and “apologize” less.

Males, on the other hand, have a more positive 
relationship strategy, using the four categories of 
gestures – aggressive, submissive, greeting, and 
reassurance – equally with both sexes.

Scott relates the varying behaviors to social 
structure. Both sexes cater to males, because  
they are physically stronger. Both sexes treat the 
opposite sex well, in the interest of finding a mate. 
And females, some of whom are immigrants from 
other groups, may be aggressive with each other 
to assert their roles in the community. 

Her study was based on videos of 17 female and  
5 male chimps made in spring of 2007 at Chester 
Zoo in the United Kingdom. She recorded and 
identified some 60 gestures used in social 
interactions – for example, reaching, patting, 
kissing, mounting, crouching, hitting – then 
classified and analyzed them.

Scott’s work contributes to our knowledge about 
the links between communication and the nature 
of social groups.  

– teSSa eagaN

Sexual PoliticS — of chimPS

oF inqUiry

female chimps prefer to “make nice” to males more than to 

each other — behavior that can be explained by social structure.

Read Scott’s article at z.umn.edu/chimps

Remember freshman year in college? And 
baffling questions like: Which classes should I 
take? What should I major in? Who can help me? 
Not to mention: Who am I, anyway?

A course piloted last year, the CLA First-Year 
Experience, offers help. Designed to assist new 
students in figuring out what they want out of 
life and how to make their college years prepare 
them for it, the new, required course offers one 
credit per semester on a pass/fail basis. 

FYE combines online learning (learn your way 
around the U on your own schedule), a mentor 
in the form of a successful upperclassman (find 
out from an expert how to survive and thrive at 
a major research university), and academics 
(engage in discussions with faculty and students 
about a common reading). At the end of the 

year, students created video essays  
in which they reflected on what  
they had learned and how they  
had changed over their first year  
of college.

First-year-experience programs are 
flourishing around the nation, and  
it’s likely no two are exactly alike. 
CLA’s, which is among the largest,  
is thought to be unique in that it 
integrates three components essential for 
student success: peer mentoring, introduction 
to college life, and help mapping an academic 
plan based on a student’s strengths, values  
and goals.

Before-and-after surveys showed that the  
course contributed to measureable differences 

in students’ abilities to take advantage 
of the University’s vast resources.  
For example, the number of students 
who were confident in their ability to 
connect with faculty rose, as did the 
number who were confident they 
could create an effective academic 
plan. And advisers said that students 
came to them more prepared for 
productive discussion than in  
years past.

Curious about the common readings? Last 
year’s was the dystopian novel, Never Let Me 
Go, by Kazuo Ishiguro; this fall students will 
read Louise Erdrich’s The Round House, winner  
of the National Book Award for fiction.  

– Mary pattoCk

the exiStential freShman
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> NEWS AND RESEARCH FROM CLA

LARY MAY AT CLA:  
IT’S A WRAP 
An overflow crowd gathered to hear Lary May, 
professor of American studies and history, mark 
his imminent retirement with a lecture on how 
Hollywood since 9/11 has shifted its perspec-
tive on war – a signature topic for a man with 
an international reputation for building the 
study of film and popular culture in the United 
States.

Unlike films made during the Korean and  
Vietnam wars, May said, Hollywood films 
about war since 9/11 have been mostly critical 
of the traditional narrative of American virtue 
and national security: think Babylon, Flags 
of Our Fathers, and the Bourne series. The 
reasons are many, and sometimes surprising. 
For one thing, movie-goers’ tastes have moved 
away from westerns and Cold War themes. 
For another, public opinion in the United 
States turned away from the Iraq War. But 
just as important, Hollywood is responding to 
international attitudes and tastes now that it 
makes films for a global society; in fact, today’s 
international box office contributes about  
60 percent of Hollywood’s revenues, he said.

May is expanding on the theme of his valedic-
tory lecture in a book tentatively titled Foreign 
Affairs: Global Hollywood and America’s 
Cultural Wars, scheduled for publication in 
2015 by the University of Chicago Press.

In 2002 May was named Morse Alumni 
Distinguished Teaching Professor. His work  
in CLA over the last 35 years has made the 
Department of American Studies one of the 
premier sites for the study of the political 
dimensions of film and other forms of  
popular culture.  

– KELLY O’BRIEN

The New York Times called her voice “thrilling, 
chameleonic” – and so it was onstage at Ted 
Mann Concert Hall in March. Lila Downs, 
Grammy winner and CLA alumna (B.A. ’93, 
anthropology), performed to a nearly full house 
in a concert dedicated to her late father, CLA  
art professor Allen Downs.

Una Canción para Mi Padre (A Song for My 
Father) drew from her album Pecados y Milagros 
(Sins and Miracles), which won both a 2012 
Grammy for best regional Mexican music and  
a Latin Grammy for best folk album.

Between songs, Lila invited her father’s former 
students, some of whom had traveled from as 
far as Florida and California, to share memories 
of him and their experiences at the Winter 
Quarter in (Tlaxiaco) Mexico program, which 
he founded in 1972. Decades later, the dual 
impact of Down’s mentorship and immersion 
into Mexican culture  
still resonated with 
them. One recalled 
the young Lila: “I 
was there when you 
were about six years 
old. You were so 
shy, you wouldn’t 

even smile for the camera. I’m so proud of  
you now!”

Meanwhile, to coincide with the concert, the  
art department staged an exhibition of work  
by Downs and his Winter Quarter in Mexico 
students in the Katherine E. Nash Gallery.

The exhibition and concert signaled the launch 
of the Allen Downs Photography and Moving 
Image Fellowship (see z.umn.edu/downsgift).

While on campus, Downs visited with Latino 
students from the University, Academía César 
Chavez grade school in Saint Paul, and El 
Colégio Charter High School in Minneapolis, 
sharing the story of finding her path at CLA  
in the face of the isolation she felt as one of  
the few Latinos attending the University in  
the early 1990s.  

– KELLY O’BRIEN

SONGS FOR HER FATHER
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May gave his valedictory lecture on May 9.

See and hear the music of Lila Downs:  
z.umn.edu/ldowns

Learn more about Allen Downs and Winter 
Quarter in Mexico: z.umn.edu/adowns

The late photographer was celebrated in concert by his GRAMMY-winning daughter.
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of inquiry

Enter Daniel Crawford, CLA sopho-
more. He’d joined the Dendro Center 
as a research assistant after taking  
St. George’s class on biodiversity. 
Knowing that Crawford is a musician, 
St. George asked him to work on  
the project. Crawford jumped at the 
opportunity, and with support from  
an Undergraduate Research Opportu-
nities Program (UROP) grant, was 
able to convert NASA climate data 
into musical notes.  

“We’re blending art and science,”  
says St. George. 

He plans to use the recording as a tool in his 
undergraduate courses, and the U’s Institute on 
the Environment has produced a video to be used 
in outreach – all to help listeners understand 
climate change. 

Each year UROP funds around 200 CLA 
undergraduates, 75 of them first-year students,  
to work on a research project with a faculty 
mentor. Program participants come from across 
the college, from art to anthropology, music to 

If you listen carefully, you’ll hear the climate 
changing.

That’s thanks to a brainchild of Scott St. George, 
assistant professor in the Department of Geogra-
phy, Environment and Society. He uses dendro-
chronology, the scientific analysis of tree rings,  
to study changes in the Earth’s climate over long 
periods of time. 

St. George had an idea: take data about climate 
change, and make it into something you can hear. 
His goal was to help people understand climate 
change through listening rather than by reading. 
It’s an experiment, says St. George, “but music 
touches people in a different way.” psychology. They do not receive academic credit 

for their work, but they do receive a small stipend, 
and, of course, have a significant mentored 
research experience. It’s a benefit of attending  
one of the world’s great research universities.  

– keLLy o’brieN

Watch Dan Crawford perform his composition  
on the cello: z.umn.edu/dancrawford

Visit the Dendro Center on Facebook:  
z.umn.edu/dendro

Ever been frustrated on a website, trying to find 
even basic information? If so, you’ve bumped into 
the problem of “usability” – the quality of human 
interaction with design and technology.

Several months ago the Hennepin County 
Library asked a Department of Writing Studies 
class to review its site section-by-section for 
usability and to suggest changes.

The graduate and undergraduate students in 
Associate Professor Lee-Ann Kastman Breuch’s 
class, Usability and Human Factors in Technical 

accoladeS
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untangling the Web

turning temPS to tuneS

Sophomore Dan Crawford, left, with his mentor, Scott St. george

elaine Tyler may was named a Guggenheim Fellow.

brenda Child was appointed to the board of directors 
of the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of 
the American Indian.

Clint Carroll and jimmy Patino won Ford Foundation 
Postdoctoral Fellowships.

Andrew oxenham and Professor barbara Welke were 
named Distinguished McKnight University Professors.

Andrew elfenbein and regina Kunzel received 
fellowships from the American Council of Learned 
Societies.

These and more at: z.umn.edu/accolades

13050489.indd   4 7/1/13   2:07 PM
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> neWs and research FroM cla

Communication, observed and interviewed library 
patrons who use the site. They explored questions 
like: How do patrons use these pages? What are 
their expectations? Can users find answers 
quickly? Is the language clear or confusing?

Based on their findings, they made suggestions  
to the library about language use, placement of 
search bars, icons versus text, and more.

“It’s been eye-opening for us,” said Hennepin 
County senior librarian Amy Luedtke, “and 
exciting to watch the user tests and listen to  
the test subjects think out loud.”

The library – not to mention the many thousands 
of patrons who made 21 million visits to its home 
page alone – benefited from U of M knowledge 
and research capabilities, while the students got 
valuable experience working with a real-world 
client.  

– keLLy o’brieN

Watch a video of the Usability Testing Lab used  
by the students: z.umn.edu/usability

Ancient Greek philosophers had no qualms about roaming  
freely among the disciplines, professing not just philosophy,  
but also rhetoric, ethics, politics, poetry, math and science.  
But with the rise of specialization over two millennia, their  
interdisciplinary approach gradually lost currency.

Today, though, it’s making a comeback, perhaps because  
our era is stoked with expansive ambitions like the pursuit  
of a “theory of everything,” or perhaps because of a  
natural swing of the intellectual pendulum.

CLA has long had a national reputation as an inter- 
disciplinary pioneer, going back, for example, some  
50 years with American studies, and 40 years with  
feminist, American Indian, and Chicano studies.

That point was made emphatically to the University  
Board of Regents when they visited the college last March. 
Calling interdisciplinarity a CLA signature, CLA Dean  
Jim Parente pointed out one of its significant benefits:  
“It is enormously attractive to bold, brave, and innovative 
thinkers – the kind coveted and pursued by every Univer-
sity – and helps us compete successfully for the top faculty.”

How does interdisciplinarity work? Parente cited a project  
that got its start with sociology professors Joachim Savels-
berg and Alejandro Baer – a study of how genocide is 

represented in the media, law, and society. The Represent-
ing Genocide project had both local and international 
impact, including the production of international scholar-
ship in several disciplines, an international symposium held 
at the Law School, a public screening at the Film Society of 
Minneapolis St. Paul, and curriculum workshops for Twin 
Cities K-16 teachers on how to integrate the study of 
genocide into their curriculum.  

– Mary pattoCk
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untangling the Web

thinking big

the representing genocide 

project, mapped above, 

illustrates how CLa focuses 

the power of many thinkers 

and disciplines on a topic, 

amplifying its influence in 

the world.

writing studies students helped hennepin County Library 

make its website more user-friendly.
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CreATIvITY
and the Agile Mind
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Or we’d just like to be better at problem solving, 
both on the job and in the home. 

For centuries, philosophers and scientists have 
been trying to understand the creative mind. Why 
do some people appear more creative than others? 
What internal and external factors influence cre-
ativity? How can individual creativity be cultivated 
and developed? 

In her lab at the University of Minnesota, cogni-
tive neuroscientist Wilma Koutstaal, has been 
exploring these and other fascinating questions 
about the human mind’s capacity to innovate. That 
research has led her to develop a unique frame-
work to describe what she refers to as agility of 
mind or agile thinking.

In simplest terms, Koutstaal defines the agile 
mind as one that moves nimbly back and forth 
between specific and abstract thoughts and 
between automatic (intuitive) and controlled 
thinking processes. And it does this under the 
continuous influence of emotion, action, motiva-
tion, and environmental cues. 

Agile thinking is not the same as creativity. It’s a 
much broader concept. But creativity does require 
an agile mind.

Koutstaal has given her framework for the agile 
mind a distinctive acronym: iCASA, which stands 
for integrated Controlled-Automatic, Specific-
Abstract. Drawing on evidence from neuropsychol-
ogy, developmental psychology, social psychology, 
and other related disciplines, as well as on insights 
from the arts and literature, the iCASA framework 
offers a more encompassing and nuanced theory 
about adaptive thinking than the standard two-sys-
tem model of cognition that divides thinking into 
“intuitive” and “rational” categories.

“We — and our minds, brains, environments —
are much more improvisational than we recog-
nize,” says Koutstaal, “and we should learn and 
develop habits of thinking and acting that enable 
us to best capitalize on this to optimize creativity 
and innovation.”

Last year, Koutstaal published a massive book 
on her research, aptly titled The Agile Mind 
(Oxford University Press). It received wide praise 
from other scholars — and won the American Psy-
chological Association’s prestigious 2012 William 
James Book Award, which honors exceptional 
books that bring a unique and interdisciplinary 
approach to the field of psychology.

Most of us would like to be more creative. we may wish we could write, or draw, or play a musical 

instrument better. or invent a new bestselling product, like a blockbuster toy or an app for a smart-

phone.    »    but even those of us who do not aspire to become another toni Morrison or Steve jobs 

may wish to bring more imagination and originality to our everyday activities, from cooking to  

gardening to remodeling the house.

by SUSaN perry

CreATIvITY
and the Agile Mind
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detailed vs. abstract 
For Koutstaal to win an award named after 
William James, the Father of American Philoso-
phy, seems more than fitting, for his writings  
were a major early influence on her research.  
Of particular interest to Koutstaal were James’s 
observations on the importance of finding  
the appropriate level of detail and abstraction  
in thinking. 

James emphasized the human need for abstract 
concepts, such as truth, knowledge, happiness,  
and reality. Such concepts, he wrote in his 1911 
treatise, The Meaning of Truth, enable us to travel 
“with a hop, skip and jump over the surface of life 
at a vastly rapider rate than if we merely waded 
through the thickness of the particulars.” 

Yet, while not getting bogged down in par-
ticulars is important, so, warned James, is the 
opposite: not taking a concept so far out of its 
context (the experiences from which it emerged) 
that it loses its original meaning. James dubbed 
this problem “vicious abstractionism.”

Koutstaal has focused much of her research on 
exploring the question of how and why the mind 
maneuvers through different levels of abstraction 
and detail. 

“There are problems that arise from being 
overly abstract,” she notes. “This could include 

being overly global and not sufficiently related to 
the local circumstances. We see this in chronic 
worry, for example, where rumination takes over, 
and there are negative flights of fancy. Or we may 
see it in theater or sports, where sometimes one 
worries too much about the overall broad 
implications of the performance rather than 
focusing more closely on the performance itself.”

On the other hand, overfocusing on specifics  
is also problematic. “Then things can become 
fragmented, and we fail to see the big picture,” 
she explains. “We can become too literal and fail 
to see the relations among things and events. 
When this happens, we may fail to benefit from 
our past experiences because we cannot see how 
something that we did that was similar might be 
useful in our current context.”

Koutstaal’s laboratory research has revealed just 
how important it is to the creative process to be 
able to move flexibly between levels of abstraction 
and specificity. In one experiment, published in 
2010 in the journal Psychology and Aging, 72 adult 
volunteers were shown pictures of objects and 
then later asked to remember whether each 
picture had been presented to them in a specific or 
an abstract way. (For example, did they remember 
a picture of an old sofa as “a sofa” or as “old”?) 

The volunteers’ accuracy in performing this 
task was measured. Then they were given a 
standard on-the-spot problem-solving test. Those 
who had exhibited the greatest ability to shift in 
their memories between levels of abstraction and 
detail also tended to be the ones who were most 
successful at problem solving. 

These findings suggest, says Koutstaal, “that 
flexibility of thinking depends on our ability to 
encode, recall, and use information at differing 
levels of abstraction.” She is currently extending 
this research to develop detailed, step-by-step 
thinking procedures that individuals might use  
to enhance their creativity and on-the-spot 
problem solving.
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psychologist wilma koutstaal  

is developing step-by-step 

thinking procedures that can 

help us enhance creativity  

and solve problems.
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controlled vs. automatic 
For a mind to be agile, therefore, it must slide 
effortlessly between abstraction and detail, finding 
the appropriate level at the moment when it is 
most helpful. But this aspect of agile thinking  
pertains only to the content of thought. Agile 
thinking also requires that the processes by  
which thought occurs be fluid, says Koutstaal. 

In other words, the mind must move smoothly 
back and forth through levels of controlled (highly 
deliberate) and automatic (intuitive) thinking.

And that can be difficult. “Sometimes we try 
too hard, when really what we need to do is let 
up,” says Koutstaal. Or, conversely, she adds, we 
sometimes let our minds “drift” for too long, 
when bringing more deliberation to our thoughts 
would be more advantageous.

Creativity, or “improvisation,” says Koutstaal, 
“is about allowing your brain to be more integra-
tive and to pick up on conceptual and physical 
opportunities that you didn’t ‘know’ were there. 
But it doesn’t mean that you go completely off 
course. You will have a goal, but it is how you 
hold on to the goal that makes all the difference. 
You hold on to your goal with a permissive or 
less-tight ‘grip.’”

‘Making’ and ‘finding’
Another central element of Koutstaal’s iCASA 
framework is the idea of “making and finding,” 
which, she points out, comes directly from the  
art world.

“‘Making’ is mostly about our abstract goals 
and plans and what we overall hope or expect to 
accomplish,” she explains. “‘Finding’ is what our 
initial attempts at making produce or accomplish 
in the world. In finding, we look at what we have 
done or accomplished and then modify our goals 
or process.”

Or, as Pablo Picasso once said: “You don’t  
make art, you find it.”

The human mind is constantly engaged in this 
perception-action cycle. You perceive (“find”) 
your environment one way, and then you take 
some kind of action based on that perception. 
That action alters your environment, which in 
turn alters your perception of it. So you act again, 
based on your new perception. And so on. 

Throughout this cycle, the content of your 
thoughts alternates between specific and abstract, 
and the way you think swings back and forth 
between automatic and controlled. The more 
smoothly and appropriately you make these shifts 
in content and processing, the more agile your 
mind — and the more creative you are likely to be.

Obvious examples of the making-finding 
creative process can be seen in the sculptor who 
constantly readjusts her vision for a granite statue 
based on how the stone responds to her chisel, or 
in the jazz pianist who improvises based on the 
musical responses of the other musicians with 
whom he’s performing.

But examples can also be found in less obvious 
places, such as a hospital operating room. A 
surgeon is in a perception-action cycle as she takes 
out an appendix, for example. She may begin the 
operation in “automatic mode” (most appendecto-
mies are routine and the surgeon may have done 
hundreds of them in her career), but should 
something unexpected occur — the appendix is 
found to have ruptured, for example — then she 
responds with more focus (control) as she works 

the agile mind slides effortlessly 
between abstraction and detail, 
finding the appropriate level at the 
moment when it is most helpful. 

Creativity:  
it’s Complicated!

your brain continuously 

receives and registers 

information from your 

senses, interprets it, 

and organizes new 

information based on 

your prior experiences.

throughout the  

creative process, you  

and your brain respond  

to information in ways  

that are more or less 

automatic or controlled, 

and in ways that are  

more or less abstract or 

detailed. this process 

encompasses all of your creative reactions — 

involving concepts, perceptions, emotions, 

and motivations. 

when you act in response 

to your environment,  

you alter it, and your 

perception of it. then  

you respond to the  

new environment.  

in this way you are 

engaged in a constant 

cycle of “finding” (your environment) and 

“making” (a new environment).

DETAILED
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on solving the new medical problem she  
has “found.” 

Understanding the perception-action cycle 
helps get us past the idea that cognition is either 
intuitive or deliberative, explains Koutstaal. “It’s 
much more fluid and dynamic than that,” she says.

It’s also why innovative people start working 
and problem solving without waiting for their 
creative muse. “Steve Jobs once sent an email to 
someone that had just one word — ‘Go!’ — in it,” 
says Koutstaal. “At some point, you just have to 
go. You can’t wait for inspiration. The inspiration 
comes in the making.”

outside influences
Many factors, including memory, experience, 
mood, and sensory cues from the immediate 
environment, affect where on the continuums of 
control and specificity our thoughts are at any 
given moment. 

Imagine, explains Koutstaal, being asked to 
come up with creative alternative uses for a 
simple common object — say, a penny. You are 
likely to draw on your memory first. You may 
remember something unconventional that you 
once did with a similar coin, such as using it as an 
impromptu screwdriver or as a steadying wedge 
under a wobbly table leg. Or you may remember 
observing or reading about somebody else using a 
penny in a memorable way, such as to check the 
tread wear on automobile tires. 

Through persistence, however, and by studying 
and interacting with the physical properties of the 
coin, you may soon generate other ideas, ones 
that don’t come from your own memories. By 
banging the penny on a table, you may envision 
using it as a miniature gavel. Or by rolling the 
coin on its edge, you may imagine using it to 

scratch messages into soft surfaces.
“In other words,” says Koutstaal, “the 

processes of thinking about novel 
uses involve [more than] concepts, 

but also what you perceive and 

how you imagine yourself physically interacting 
with an object in the world.” 

Scientists have long used such alternative-use 
tasks as a way of measuring and assessing creativ-
ity. But research in Koutstaal’s lab and elsewhere 
has demonstrated that just by engaging in such 
tasks, people can develop more flexible thinking. 

In one experiment, published in the British 
Journal of Psychology in 2009, Koutstaal and her 
colleagues randomly assigned 160 undergraduate 
volunteers to one of three groups. One group was 
asked to spend 10 minutes generating nonconven-
tional uses for several different objects, such as a 
chair and a pencil. Another group was given the 
same amount of time to do a word-association 
task (writing down the first word that comes to 
mind in response to a list of words). The third 
group was assigned neither of these tasks.

All the students were then asked to perform 
two different problem-solving tasks within a set 
period of time. One of these tasks was a series  
of six “insight” problems that require people to 
think outside the box or to creatively restructure 
the problems in order to solve them. The other 
task was a series of wordless paper-and-pencil 
tasks designed to assess people’s ability to do 
on-the-spot visual-spatial reasoning (such as 
selecting which of five abstract shapes do not 
belong with the others).

Half of the students from each group were 
given the insight problems first; the others were 
given the visual-spatial reasoning problems first.

The results showed that the volunteers in the 
alternate-use task group solved significantly more 
of both types of problem-solving tasks within  
the given timeframe than did those in the other 
two groups. 

“Simply doing the task for as little as  
10 minutes increased insight problem solving  
and novel on-the-spot visual-spatial relational 
reasoning,” says Koutstaal, noting that these 
findings have since been replicated in her lab  
and elsewhere.

Most of life is improvisation — the world is always different than it was before. 
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 1 	 Regularly	expose	yourself	to	new	things,	including	new	

environments.	Novelty	is	an	important	stimulus	for	the	

brain	—	and	for	creative,	agile	thinking.

 2 	 Vary	the	level	of	control	in	your	thinking.	When	your	

thinking	feels	“stuck,”	try	harder	to	exert	control	—		

or	try	less	hard.

 3 	 Vary	the	level	of	specificity	in	your	thinking.	Avoid		

what	William	James	called	“vicious	abstractionism”		

(taking	statements	out	of	their	context),	but	don’t		

get	too	bogged	down	in	specifics,	either.	

 4 	 Reward	yourself	—	and	others	—	for	using	varying		

levels	of	control	and	specificity	when	problem		

solving	and	innovating.

 5 	 Capture	ideas	as	they	happen.	Because	our	mental	

accessibility	to	our	environment	is	always	changing,	

reconstructing	ideas	that	occurred	even	a	few	moments	

earlier	can	be	difficult.

 6 	 Develop	ideas	in	parallel	rather	than	one	at	a	time.		

Doing	so	will	help	keep	you	from	overinvesting	in	a		

single	idea	or	version	of	an	idea.	

 7 	 Pay	attention	to	your	inner	voices	—	your	sensory		

perceptions,	mood,	memory,	and	knowledge.	

 8 	 Use	and	respond	to	your	environment	as	part	of	your		

mind.	The	environment	is	not	entirely	separate	from		

your	mind,	and	it	is	often	easier	to	control.		

 9 	 Capitalize	on	the	interplay	of	intrinsic	motivation		

(doing	something	for	the	love	and	joy	of	it)	and	extrinsic	

motivation	(doing	it	for	financial	or	other	rewards).		

Realize	that	each	can	contribute	to	creativity.

‘Life is improvisation’
Is everybody creative? Yes, says Koutstaal. “The 
fact that we use language suggests so. We rarely 
use the same sentence twice.”

We have to be creative in order to successfully 
navigate our environment, she says. “The world  
is always different than it was before, so we’re 
always adjusting or inferring what we need to  
do in the current circumstances.”

Having an agile mind, therefore, is essential  
to the creative process, whether we’re writing  
the Great American Novel or creating a software 
program or launching a company. With an agile 
mind we can pay attention to details when it’s 
important to do so, but then pull back and 
consider the bigger picture when necessary.  
We can control our thought processes when 
deliberation is needed, but then relinquish that 
control and “go with the flow” at other times.

People who seem particularly creative are often 
individuals who have developed optimal agile-
thinking habits or who have a deep understanding 
of their own creative processes, says Koutstaal. 
“They may be doing something that works 
particularly well for them,” she explains. 

Fortunately, the rest of us can develop those 
habits, too. And understanding the underlying 
framework of the agile mind will help. “Most of 
life is improvisation,” says Koutstaal. “We always 
have ideas coming in and out of awareness. But 
some ideas might be beneath awareness. We need 
to access those ideas and hold on to them when 
we need to.”  

Susan	Perry	covers	consumer	health	for	MinnPost.	She	has	

written	several	health-related	books		and	her	articles	have	

appeared	in	a	wide	variety	of	publications.	She	is	a	former	

writer/editor	for	Time-Life	Books	and	former	editor	of	

Nutrition Action Healthletter,	published	by	the	Center	for	

Science	in	the	Public	Interest.	

Most	of	life	is	improvisation	—	the	world	is	always	different	than	it	was	before.	
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everybody	can	develop	a	more	agile	—	and	creative	—		

mind,	says	University	of	Minnesota	cognitive	neuro-	

scientist	Wilma	Koutstaal.	All	that’s	required	are	some	

simple	changes	in	the	way	we	approach	the	content	and	

processing	of	our	thoughts.	Here	are	her	nine	key	tips:

9 ways
to Boost Mental Agility
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At least that’s what he thought. But returning to the University to resume 
his studies in studio art, he had trouble completing his homework. His 
abilities to focus and organize were compromised. He couldn’t process 
information as quickly as he used to. 

As it turned out, the traumatic brain injury (TBI) he sustained from the 
accident, while less visible than the fractures he suffered, was every bit as 
challenging to overcome and more enduring in its effect. 

TBI — it’s called the “hidden epidemic.” According to the Center for  
Disease Control, more than five million Americans have survived accidents 
of various kinds only to find themselves in a long struggle with TBI. 
Symptoms include headache and fatigue, irritability and depression, memory 
impairment, and loss of the ability to concentrate.

And while TBI is devastating at any age, its toll is amplified throughout a 
lifetime when it affects its most frequent victims — young people, impairing 
their ability to prepare themselves for the future.

success After tBi

PuTTIng IT 
TogeTher 
AgAIn
by joeL hoekStra

it was spring 2008 and David reimann was where tens of thousands  

of Minnesotans are that time of year — up north. he was driving near  

his parents’ cabin, his sister-in-law in the passenger seat.    »    a pickup 

truck coming from the opposite direction hit them head-on. reimann 

woke up in the hospital with multiple fractures in his hands and right 

leg. Several surgeries and more than a year of physical therapy later,  

he made, almost miraculously, a full recovery. 
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Fortunately for Reimann, a therapist suggested 
he work with Mary Kennedy, an associate profes-
sor in CLA’s Department of Speech-Language- 
Hearing Sciences, to rehabilitate his brain’s 
“executive function” — the ability to reflect on 
one’s past and use it to shape the present.

Reimann jumped at the chance.
“If it were not for Mary and her program, I 

would not have graduated,” says Reimann, who 
walked across the stage last May in CLA com-
mencement exercises. “Those first few semesters  
I was back depended on her help.”

As founder and director of the fledgling 
College Program for Students with Brain Injury, 
Kennedy works with TBI victims who can benefit 
directly from her research. Here, she talks about 
her work and its impact.

researchers estimate there are 1.7 million 

new cases of tBi in the United states each 

year. that seems like a lot.

Most injuries are considered mild, and the 
majority of those individuals will not have any 
long-lasting speech, language, or cognitive- 
processing problems. But among every 100 who 
have a mild injury, there may be 10 or 15 who 
have enduring problems.

When it comes to tBi, do you have a personal 

connection or motivation?

I had a cousin who had a severe brain injury  
when he was 19 — the result of a car accident. 
The driver of the car was killed, but my cousin 
survived. He ended up with aphasia and a 
language impairment similar to Gabby Giffords’. 
He’s paralyzed on the right-hand side of his body. 
But nonetheless, he went back to work part-time 
and learned to live independently. He even ended 
up getting married. He got back on his feet.

Physiologically, what happens during a tBi?

The neurons in the brain get damaged — pulled, 
stretched, and sheared. The injury damages the 
white matter, so impulses that travel between 
neurons either can’t make the leap or they get 
there more slowly. In some cases, the brain may 
be bruised by striking the walls of the skull, 
leading to swelling and creating pressure that 
needs to be alleviated. If the injury impacts the 
parts of the brain that regulate the heart, the 
lungs, and other vital functions, the TBI can  
be life-threatening.

What’s the potential impact on behavior?

An injury can affect memory, reading, writing, 
listening, and word recall. It may affect speech 
and other high-level complex activities like 
planning, organizing, scheduling. It also can affect 
metacognition and executive function — how we 
think about ourselves, how we think about our 
actions. For most of us, decisions made in the 
frontal lobe are split-second choice. We do them 
without thinking: Do I need to take notes? Do  
I need to schedule time to get a task done? But 
after a brain injury, you have to make a special 
effort to consider such things.

initially, your research focused on “post-tBi 

metacognition.” Would you explain?

Metacognition is the ability of someone to 
self-monitor or self-assess before making a 
decision. The hypothesis was that people with 
TBI have poor metacognition because they can’t 
assess how they’ve performed in the past and use 
those assessments to make decisions and plan 
ahead. But what we found was that there were 
certain conditions under which people with TBI 
are actually good at assessing their own memory 
and making decisions.

Mary kennedy directs CLa’s College program for 

Students with brain injury.
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so your research shifted….

Yes. The general hypothesis of my current 
research is that students with brain injury can 
self-regulate their own learning if they get some 
sort of coaching and support.

Why focus on students?

In 2007, I met a student on campus who had a 
brain injury. Malia and I started having coffee  
and she shared some of her struggles in classes 
and in social settings. I realized it was the perfect 
opportunity to apply some of the research I’d 
been doing. How could I help her think about  
her thinking?

But most of the research around TBI and 
metacognition centers on therapy in medical 
settings or reentry into the workplace. There’s 
very little literature or research related to 
individuals who are going to college or going 
back to school for retraining. How do they learn? 
What are the conditions that predict success or 
failure in that environment? I realized there was 
this huge void in our understanding of what 
students with TBI needed in terms of skills and 
support to go to college.

how large is the student population with tBi?

It’s very difficult to come up with those numbers. 
Consider this: on the Twin Cities campus, about 
60 students with brain injuries are registered with 
Disability Services. But surveys suggest that the 
actual population of people with brain injuries is 
roughly twice that figure. Multiply that across 
other institutions and across the country and you 
have a significant figure.

can individuals with tBi handle academic life?

There are more and more students on campus 
with TBI — athletes who have gotten concussion, 
war veterans from Iraq or Afghanistan. Treatment 
has advanced considerably in the last 25 years. 
Individuals who would’ve been in a coma in  
the 1980s now survive and go on to live produc-
tive lives. They want to work; they want to go  
to school. 

ManaGinG tBi day By day

returning to CLa after tbi, David reimann met with kennedy and  

her team of graduate researchers up to three times a week, figuring  

out strategies that would help get him through classes. to counterbal-

ance his problems with short-term memory, they recommended he 

record lectures on his iphone or use a 

smart pen as he took notes. (retrac-

ing a section of one’s notes triggers 

the pen to replay the matching audio 

recording.) they helped him estimate 

the time it would take to write a 

paper or take a test.

the same tools helped kacie 

Carlsted, a senior at augsburg 

College in Minneapolis, successfully 

complete the coursework she needed 

to earn a b.a. in mathematics and 

psychology. Carlsted, a native of 

holland Lake, Minn., who sustained  

a tbi during a car accident after  

her senior year in high school, can’t remember much about her life 

prior to the tragedy. She often gets dizzy and has recurring problems 

with short-term memory. but kennedy’s coaching has helped her 

become more plan-full, self-sufficient, and confident. “i’ve learned  

to organize my time better,” Carlsted says. “i needed to learn how to 

set aside time for being with friends, doing homework, and making 

sure i eat.”

Carlsted doesn’t always reveal her tbi to people she knows because 

she doesn’t want anyone to treat her differently. but she does find 

social interactions more challenging now than prior to the accident.  

“i find it hard to come up with something to talk about. if the other 

person starts, i’m fine. but beginning the conversation is difficult  

for me.”

the impact of tbi is complex and broad. initially, both reimann and 

Carlsted had good reason to believe their lives would never be the 

same. but working with kennedy has restored some of the normalcy  

of being a student, being a person, says reimann. “My brain injury  

was bad. i feel blessed for the recovery i’ve had,” he explains. “but tbi 

doesn’t define you as a person. it doesn’t change you at your core.”

David reimann
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We’ve identified three areas that predict the 
ability of individuals to succeed in any setting —
work or school: thinking and learning, time 
management and organizational skills, social skills 
and self-advocacy. We’re researching how to 
support students in these arenas. How can we 
coach them to navigate those situations?

How do you measure progress in those areas?

Good question. We measure it in a variety of 
ways. You can look at changes in graded assign-
ments and overall grades. You can look at 
students’ self-reporting about anxiety levels. 
Longitudinally, you can look at the amount of 
time it takes to graduate, the amount of support 
individuals needed from Disability Services.  
Progress also can be measured in participation, 
socially speaking: is the person employed? Is the 
person living independently? Does the person 
have a group of friends they can depend on?

How do individuals with TBI, like Malia,  

differ from other students?

People with frontal lobe disabilities don’t 
necessarily look disabled. And they can remember 
a lot of information. But they don’t use it very 
well. They appear disorganized. Their humor 
may be off. They can be kind of flaky. Now,  
you could say that about a lot of people, right? 
But most people are getting by. After a brain 
injury, you can’t get by. For example, everybody 
procrastinates. But if a student with a brain injury 
procrastinates, they can’t get pulled together at 
the last minute. They won’t be able to write the 
paper. They will fail the exam.

What are some of the specific problems that 

students with TBI encounter on campus?

There are two common speech and language 
challenges: word-finding and slow-processing.

For word-finding — an inability to come up 
with the right word while you’re talking — we  
try to improve mental flexibility. Each brain is 
unique. The way we make connections varies. So 
when it comes to word-finding, we don’t always 
know what brain pathways will help a student 
retrieve the right words. It’s like the words are in 
a vault and you don’t have the key. We ask them 
to think of associated words. We try visualization. 
We encourage them to use a thesaurus.

Slow-processing involves always being just a 
nanosecond behind other people when it comes 
to understanding what others are saying. The 
students aren’t “slow” — it’s just a matter of the 
connections between neurons being less efficient. 
The pathways may be less direct. We recommend 
that students find ways to compensate. When you 
haven’t understood something, what are you 
going to say? Can you ask the speaker to repeat 
what was said? Or, in a classroom setting, can  
you record the lecture? We recommend using a 
Livescribe, a smart pen that records audio while 
you write and will play it back later.

Do such exercises help the brain heal?

From a neurological perspective, the brain may 
not change that much after a year of recovery. But 
neuroplasticity, the ability of the brain to function 
and the increased connection of neurons, can and 
often does continue well beyond that if the person 
with the TBI makes an effort to learn new skills 
and manage their condition.

We know that after therapy, certain parts of the 
brain will become more active. They light up on 
an f MRI, which suggests that some areas of the 
brain can take over the function of damaged areas 
of the brain…. But we don’t really know what 
happens at the cellular level. 

People with frontal lobe disabilities don’t necessarily 
look disabled. They can remember a lot of information, 
but they don’t use it very well. 
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For a GradUate stUdent,  
a hands-on exPerience

katy o’brien had already worked with young tbi victims 

— war veterans who had served in iraq or afghanistan 

— when she met professor Mary kennedy at a national 

conference. it was 2007, and kennedy was just begin-

ning to develop a program for students with tbi 

returning to college. 

the concept fascinated o’brien, then a master’s student 

in speech pathology at appalachian State University in 

boone, North Carolina. “i latched onto this idea that 

many people with brain 

injuries are young and they 

have a lot of life left,” she 

says. “there are many 

things they want to do.”

So she followed kennedy  

to CLa, and now works  

with her on research that 

could someday help vets 

with tbi as they reenter the 

university. “it’s a population 

that often has complicating 

issues — like post-traumatic 

stress disorder — but also has a great need for assis-

tance with executive function,” she says.

o’brien says she was drawn to kennedy, who started out 

as a hospital speech pathologist, in part for her clinical 

experience. “She knows what students are going through. 

She thinks about their life outside of being a patient.”

a Leslie e. glaze fellowship has allowed o’brien to 

conduct a three-year summer research project involving 

students with tbi, and undergrads from CLa have 

volunteered untold hours assisting her. “i’m really 

impressed with undergrad involvement here,” she says.

Now two years away from finishing her ph.D., o’brien 

says she’s delighted with her decision to choose 

Minnesota for her doctoral work. “there’s so much 

research to be done, so many ways to help these 

communities.”

do tBis impact students’ social lives?

In some cases, yes. TBIs often make people hypersensitive to light. So a 
student who’s going to a concert may need to tell their friends that they need 
to arrive at the venue in advance. They need a sense of the lighting, of the 
noise. They need to settle in and make sure they’re okay with the environ-
ment so they’re not distracted during the concert. Sometimes they want to 
be up against a wall or at the back of the room where they can see what’s 
going on around them. Their friends will need to be okay with that too.

you run a program for college students through the neurocognitive 

communication lab at the U. What do you provide that’s different 

from what a tutor or disability services might offer?

Our main goal is to get students to be experts on themselves. We work with 
them to develop strategies that will get them through their courses but we 
want them to think more broadly too. We don’t want to keep track of them. 
We want them to keep track of themselves. Do they need help from a 
teaching assistant? Do they need to approach Disability Services about 
accommodations? Are they using technology to its fullest, with a planner 
and checklist and apps? We want them to advocate for themselves. 

Ultimately, what’s the goal of your research and work  

specifically with students?

Students want to get these services on a college campus. They’re done with 
medical rehabilitation and hospital environments. Ideally, I would love to  
see schools employ coaches who would deliver support through Disability 
Services to students who have trouble with executive function. I think if you 
measure the cost of students spinning their wheels and dropping out and not 
achieving their potential after college, you’ll see it’s worth the investment.

is your work applicable to individuals beyond tBi?

Yes. Executive function is a factor in ADD [attention deficit disorder] and 
Asperger’s. Many of the techniques we’re researching could be used to help 
individuals with those conditions cope.  

joel hoekstra is a Minneapolis-based writer and editor. 

To learn more about Dr. Kennedy’s work coaching  
students with TBI, visit z.umn.edu/nccl.

katy o’brien
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In today’s overwrought way of speaking, a new pair of 

sneakers is as likely as the starry sky to warrant words like 

awesome, incredible, amazing, great, fabulous, wonderful. 

Time magazine essayist Lance Morrow wrote that 

exaggeration is “an intoxication of words.” He said it’s 

what happens when “Language temporarily loses its 

self-control; it veers around the room making drunken 

passes at reality ….” Indeed, emptied of their rich 

meanings, words formerly substantive and distinguished 

become floppy and interchangeable clichés. In the 

process, our language is impoverished.

Meanwhile, there’s poetry. It is precise. No empty words 

allowed. Ironic that the language of image and metaphor —

poetry’s decidedly unscientific stock-in-trade — after being 

turned and refined for hours or days or more in the poet’s 

mind — can strike us so powerfully as to make us catch our 

breath, and with such resonance that it sometimes lodges, 

even unbidden, in memory.

– Mary Pattock

Assistant Professor Peter Campion 
directs the English Department’s 
Creative Writing M.F.A. program, 
one of the most highly regarded in 
the nation. He has published two 
books of poetry, Other People in 
2002 (U.S. Poet Laureate Robert 
Pinsky called it “thrilling”), and The 

Lions in 2009. “Letter from Ohio” is from El Dorado, due out 
in October.  Campion edits Literary Imagination, the journal 
of the Association of Literary Scholars and Critics.

Campion has won some of poetry’s most distinguished awards: 
a Guggenheim Fellowship, the Wallace Stegner Fellowship, 
the Pushcart Prize, and the Joseph Brodsky Prix de Rome, 
awarded by the America Academy of Arts and Letters.

Letter from Ohio

The green so green it must be chemical.

Faint drift of charcoal smoke. Rock radio.

The pink azaleas thrusting at the blue.

And all the same desires come crashing back:

incredible x-ed out scenes and afterward

the whoosh of traffic surf, our bodies bathed

in the whole sweep of towers and freeways and

meadows of blanket flowers. I want it all:

heat puddle in the chest, moments like handfuls 

of honeycomb, split, dribbling … . Enough.

We’ve lived apart for weeks now and your voice

cracks from the cell reception, hums and dips

and breaks for seconds, as evening peaks to orange

in the sycamores, and the need to see you stretches

into the days that follow: stray lifetime spent

in office rooms and parks and station halls

as they fall to the curve of earth, the ocean.

– PETER CAmPIon
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Make your job a calling
Brian Dik and ryan Duffy

TempleTon preSS, 2012 / What are the distinguishing characteristics 
of people who feel passionate, engaged, and alive at their jobs? More 
important, how can we find work that allows us to be one of those people? 
In Make Your Job a Calling, Bryan Dik and Ryan Duffy explore the 
concept of “calling,” which is a sense that one’s work provides purpose  
and is motivated by other-centered values. In some cases, people seek  
out a greater calling in their work by changing jobs, and Dik and Duffy 
provide several examples and practical suggestions for career changers. 
But making a dramatic career change isn’t the only way to pursue our 
calling; the authors suggest how to refocus current work or pursue one’s 
calling through activities outside of work. They also point to a companion 
website, www.makeyourjobacalling.com, which provides a “calling survey,” 
tips for job-hunters, and other activities to support career exploration.  
Dik and Duffy’s work will interest anyone who would like to find a deeper 
connection to their work.

Brian Dik, Ph.D. ’05, psychology, is an associate professor of psychology at 
Colorado State University specializing in career development. Reviewer Paul 
Timmins is CLA’s career services director.

Minnesota Miracle: learning from  
The governmenT ThaT Worked 
Tom Berg

univerSiTY of minneSoTa preSS, 2012 / Unless you’re old  
enough to have lived it, Tom Berg’s Minnesota Miracle: Learning from  
the Government That Worked, must sound like a pipe dream. The book 
details the incredible (by today’s standards) policy and political process 
changes wrought in the state during the 1970s. After the longest special 
session in state history, Governor Wendell Anderson installed what, at 
that time, was the most fairly balanced funding for education in Amer-
ica — the Minnesota Miracle. But the book is about much more. Berg 
follows his own and seven other legislative and staff careers of people 
intimately involved in the many changes of the time: open meeting laws, 
partial public financing of campaigns, smoking bans, building sports 
facilities. Berg and his colleagues, most of whom helped with the book, 
found Minnesota a special interest-dominated place where secrecy was the 
norm. They left it a model of openness under the public’s control. If you 
care at all about Minnesota public policy, this is a “have-to-read” book.  
It carefully backgrounds each issue and tracks it to today. Well written, 
well researched, highly readable.

Tom Berg, B.A. ’62, J.D. ’65, former Minnesota state legislator and former 
U.S. Attorney for the District of Minnesota, is now in private practice. Reviewer 
Wy Spano, B.A. ’60, political science, former lobbyist and political commentator, 
is the founder and director of the Master of Advocacy and Political Leadership 
program at the University of Minnesota Duluth.

unbored: The eSSenTial field guide To SeriouS fun
Joshua glenn and elizaBeTh foy larsen

BloomSBurY uSa, 2012 / In order to write this review, I first had  
to pry this book from the hands of my tween-age kids. Not just for run- 
of-the-mill arts and crafts kind of fun, Unbored is thick with ideas for 
encouraging kids to entertain themselves. In the spirit of repurposing, 
making do, and being independently responsible for your own fun, the 
authors have collected projects, crafts, lists of books and films, games, and 
more in four categories: self, home, society, and adventure. It’s almost like 
camp in a book, but with even more variety. It covers knots, building a 

if you like to read and explore what’s new in books, you may already 

be on goodreads.com, the social networking site about books. reach 

is on goodreads, and we’d love to have you join us. find our Reach 

Magazine group to check out the latest books by Cla authors.

z.umn.edu/goodreads
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bookS and other creationS by cla faculty, Staff, and alumni

shelter, kitchen science experiments, book excerpts, unusual history, and 
even writing to your elected officials. It also has some schoolyard games 
that parents may have forgotten, along with 21st-century ideas of fun. 
Geared more toward tweens and teens, there are lots of ideas to keep a 
whole family busy for the summer and beyond.

Elizabeth Foy Larson, M.F.A. ’02, creative writing, has written for the New 
York Times, Los Angeles Times, Mother Jones, Parents, and other publica-
tions about children and families, and helped launch Sassy, a magazine for teen 
girls. Reviewer Colleen Ware, B.A. ’91, English, is CLA’s web editor. 

The evAngelICAlS You Don’T KnoW:  
iNtroDUCiNg the Next geNeratioN of ChriStiaNS
toM krattenMaker

rowMaN & LittLefieLD pUbLiSherS, 2013 / Evangelicals? Surely 
you mean followers of Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, Minnesota’s Michele 
Bachmann and John Piper — exemplars of that 1741 Jonathan Edwards 
sermon you read in high school English, “Sinners in the Hands of an 
Angry God?” Tom Krattenmaker’s evangelicals seem as if from a different 
planet, or bible. They offer Portland, Oregon, $100,000 for programs 
reducing the high school dropout rate. They admit they squandered 
Christian credibility in hostile reactions to the AIDS crisis. Their pro-life 
agenda includes broad public healthcare programs and a less confronta-
tional approach on abortion. They see the rote embrace of conservative 
Republican politicians as an ankle shackle. They reject what Krattenmaker 
calls “religious totalitarianism,” including the snide anti-Islamicism of 
Robertson and Bachmann. Perhaps most importantly, Krattenmaker’s 
“next generation” embraces a nuanced world filled with complex imper-
fections that Christians should heal rather than merely crush like agents  
of an approaching apocalypse. Are they the evangelical future? We’ll at 
least see better with Krattenmaker’s fascinating portraits in hand.

Tom Krattenmaker, B.A. ’83, journalism, M.A. religion in public life (Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania), is a Portland-based writer whose work appears in USA 
Today, Slate, Los Angeles Times, Oregonian, Huffington Post, and else-
where. Reviewer Jon Butler, B.A. ‘64, Ph.D. ‘72, is Howard R. Lamar Professor 
Emeritus of American Studies, History, and Religious Studies at Yale University 
now living in Minneapolis.

 fiction 

TheorY oF remAInDerS
scott doMinic carPenter

wiNter gooSe pUbLiShiNg, 2013 / Thinking back to fourth-grade 
division problems, you may recall that sometimes nothing produced more 
anxiety than a remainder. Had you missed something, made a mistake? 
Psychiatrist Phillip Adler has been haunted by a remainder — the miss-
ing body of his teenage daughter, Sophie. Her murderer has been locked 
in a French psychiatric ward for the last 15 years, unable or unwilling to 
reveal where her body is. With his life slowly falling apart, Phillip returns 
to France for a family funeral. In the small town where he once lived, life 
has moved on — his ex-wife has remarried and even has another daugh-
ter. Now that Phillip has returned he has a chance — perhaps his only 
chance — to solve this problem of Sophie’s missing body once and for 
all, but he has only a few days. The townspeople are hostile to Phillip’s 
dredging up the past, and his daughter’s murderer only speaks in riddles. 
How far is he willing to go to heal his life? Theory of Remainders is a tautly 
written page-turner with rich imagery and an absorbing plot.

Scott Dominic Carpenter, B.A. ’80, English, French, Latin; M.A. ’83, French, 
teaches French literature and critical theory at Carleton College. He was a 
Pushcart Prize nominee. Reviewer Colleen Ware, B.A. ’91, is CLA’s web editor. 

Get 20% off “Bound to Please” books at Coffman Bookstore, and 10% off 
other books (except textbooks). You can also buy online: z.umn.edu/btp;  
click on “Books” and then on “Bound to Please.”
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2012 donor honor roLL

Lifetime gifts or pledges 
$10,000,000+
hubbard broadcasting, inc. &  

the hubbard broadcasting 
foundation

Charles e.* & Myrtle L.* Stroud

Lifetime gifts or pledges 
$1,000,000+
elizabeth b.* and  

john* Cowles, Sr.
Sage and john* Cowles, jr.
Curtis L. Carlson family 

foundation
ruth and bruce Dayton
Deluxe Corporation foundation
edelstein family foundation
N. Marbury efimenco*
beverly wexler fink and  

richard M. fink
esther f. freier*
r. james gesell
rene ziegler gesell
Donald V. hawkins*
erwin a. and Miriam j. kelen
terence e. kilburn
Myron and anita kunin
the honorable David M. and  

janis L. Larson
benjamin evans Lippincott* and 

gertrude Lawton Lippincott*
ted Mann*
Don a. Martindale in memoriam 

and edith i. Martindale
r. f. “pinky” McNamara*
hella L. Mears and  

Dr. william f. hueg, jr.
Charles M. Nolte*
arsham h. ohanessian*
helen f. and otto a.* Silha
Starke and Virginia  

hathaway trust
Leland “Lee” and Louise Sundet
Marvin and elayne wolfenson

Lifetime gifts or pledges 
$250,000 - $999,999
jevne h.* and george t.* pennock
pew Charitable trusts
public interest projects, inc.
armand a.* and  

Madeleine S. renaud*
katherine roth in memoriam and 

w. gardner roth*
richard L. and ellen r. Sandor
robert p. Sands and  

Sally glassberg Sands
Showboat fund of the  

St. paul foundation
Dr. werner  Simon*
Star tribune and  

Star tribune foundation
Mr. and Mrs.* raymond j. tarleton
ted and roberta Mann foundation 

and blythe brenden
time warner
Virginia j. wimmer*
asher waldfogel
warwick foundation
william D. wells
kurt winkelmann and  

janine gleason
David Michael* and  

penny rand winton
robert o. young, jr.*

Drs. robert h. bruininks and 
Susan a. hagstrum

john C. bryant* and  
Marilyn tickle bryant

Donald g. burch*
Dr. russell w. burris
judy r. burton*
the bush foundation
Drs. Carolyn L. williams and 

james N. butcher
peter M. and Sandra k. butler
C. Charles jackson foundation
gerard L. Cafesjian
Carmen and jim Campbell
john p. Campbell
Christopher g. Cardozo
Carl and eloise pohlad  

family foundation
Dr. joanne C. Carlson
karl f. Carlson
Stan w. Carlson*
Lynn and Steve Carnes
Drs. edward j. and  

arlene e. Carney
Dr. Sol and Mitzi Center
Century Council, inc.
Mythili V. and Varadarajan V. Chari
David S. and Margot h. Chatterton
Leeann Chin*
Dr. thomas Choi
Choi-Chiu and king-wo Lam 

family fund of the  
Minneapolis foundation

Charles h. Christensen
Christian Services, inc.
City of Saint paul
Clarence L. torp revocable trust
professor Shirley M. Clark
burt and rusty Cohen
Mary Sue Comfort
allison and Dan Connally
harold* and phyllis* Conrad
ellen r. Costello*
C. Mayeron Cowles and C. f. Cowles
Cowles Media Company
ella p.* and thomas M.* Crosby, Sr.
Dr. Christine M. Cumming
Mary C. Cunningham
DaaD - german academic 

exchange Service
Michael and Nancy Dardis
David and Sara Lieberman family 

philanthropic foundation
bruce k. Nelson and  

Sandra j. Davies-Nelson
ken Davis in memoriam
Marjorie j. and  

wendell j. Deboer, ph.D.
Mike Decker and  

julie ferguson Decker
Shirley i. Decker
the DeCosse foundation
Stefania b.* and Carl h.* Denbow
Mary L. Devlin
Michael a. Donner*
Dr. Dee gaeddert Dorsey and 

james e. Dorsey
Mary j. Dovolis*
joe Dowling and Siobhan Cleary
gerald S. and  judy C. Duffy
florence g. Dworsky*
zola C. Dworsky*
eastern enterprises
karla beveridge eastling
jeff h. eckland
todd w. eckland
elizabeth D. edmonds*

Lifetime gifts or pledges 
$100,000 - $249,999
3M Company and 3M foundation
advanced bionics
Myron r. allen*
american-israeli Cooperative 

enterprise
frances Coakley ames*
the honorable elmer L.* and 

eleanor j.* andersen
andreas foundation
austrian federal Ministry of 

Science & research
james ford bell and the  

bell family
theodore e. blong
Lee a. borah, jr., ph.D.
boss foundation
paul brainerd
Caroline brede*
Cafesjian family foundation
Dr. jean e. Cameron and  

robert o. Linde
David p. Campbell, ph.D.
Cargill and Cargill foundation
john S. and Margaret Chipman
Dr. Margaret i. Conway*
randy and Carol Cote
David C. and Vicki b. Cox
Mathias Dahl*
David r. and elizabeth p. fesler 

fund of the St. paul foundation
julia w. and kenneth* Dayton
Dayton hudson Corporation and 

Dayton hudson foundation
Cy and paula DeCosse
Dicomed
Dr. a. richard Diebold, jr.
Doran Companies
Dr. robert and Mary eichinger
Captain roger e. ekman, USN, ret.
embassy of Cyprus
equity Services of St. paul, inc.
estonian archives in the U.S.
william e. faragher
judy farmer
ted farmer
David D. floren
the ford foundation
Dr. john e. free*
jeanne k. freeman*
helen waters gates*
general Mills and  

general Mills foundation
gerald rauenhorst family 

foundation
Margaret e. gilbertson*
Mary and Steven goldstein
william grossman
Mrs. Chester e. groth*
guy grove family foundation
Dr. jo-ida C. hansen
evelyn j. hanson*
harlan boss foundation  

for the arts
Mark and jacqueline hegman
Samuel D. heins
Dona M. and thomas p.* hiltunen
jean Mcgough holten
john S. holten*
Norma L. hovden
kaemmer fund of the  

hrk foundation
Maxine isaacs
kathryn a. Sikkink
james a. johnson

Dr. richard* and freda M.* jordan
julia w. Dayton revocable trust
Michael h. and julie a. kaplan
Samuel and Sylvia kaplan
james M.* and audrey h. kinney
korn/ferry international
Dr. ida f. kramer*
joel r. and Laurie M. kramer
Carol e. Ladwig*
bruce a. Larson
the Leadership and Learning 

foundation
Mary frances Lehnerts*
Marilyn Lewis
Stephen and Sheila Lieberman
Merle w. Loppnow*
Donald j. and Diana Lucker
Natalie C. Lund*
Sidney Lyons*
warren and Nancy Mackenzie
Dale Schatzlein and  

emily Maltz fund
Carol k. March
Mark and Muriel wexler 

foundation
tom* and Martha* Martin
Medtronic and Medtronic 

foundation
Mertz gilmore foundation
Miller khoshkish foundation
f. w. Mortenson*
Marjorie e. Mortenson*
james w. Nelson
Marion e. Newman*
otto bremer foundation
robert and joan* owens
patrick and aimee butler  

family foundation
Lawrence perlman and  

Linda peterson perlman
Daniel e. peterson*
Dr. gloria j. randahl*
gerald and henrietta* rauenhorst
reader’s Digest foundation
Dr. Douglas b. reeves
regis foundation
harold e.* and Louise a.* renquist
r. C. Lilly foundation
jane and bernard h.* ridder, jr.
robert h. McClennan trust
warren w. roberts
a. L. rubinger
Drs. David b. Sanford and  

frank D. hirschbach*
Dr. rusdu and Nurdan Saracoglu
judith McCartin Scheide and 

william Scheide
robert Schlafle*
Dr. thomas D. Schoonover and 

ebba wesener Schoonover
elaine Dahlgren Schuessler* and 

roy a. Schuessler*
Dr. r. Smith Schuneman and 

patricia ward Schuneman
kathryn M. Sederberg*
Vincent bancroft Shea*
hide Shohara*
Morton and artice Silverman
Dr. Steven j. Snyder and  

Sherry L. Stern
Sons of italy foundation
Nancy and David j.* Speer
Starkey Laboratories and Starkey 

hearing foundation
theofanis g. and freda Stavrou
esta eiger Stecher
Sheldon S. Sturgis

Sun Microsystems, inc.
Lowell t.* and  

Marjorie e.* Swenson
kenneth r. talle
the target Corporation/ 

target Stores
frank and Carol trestman
emily anne tuttle
Ukrainian National association
robert a. Ulstrom*
gerald Vizenor and Laura hall
waldfogel family foundation
elma f. walter*
walter Stremel trust
elizabeth a. warburton*
jean worrall ward
wCCo aM/tV-wLte fM
Dr. edward w. weidner*
Mark* and Muriel wexler
tod and Linda white
william w. and Nadine M. Mcguire 

family foundation

Lifetime gifts or pledges 
$25,000 - $99,999
a. g. Leventis foundation
at&t Company and  

at&t foundation
adath jeshurun Congregation
Shaykh kamal adham*
joan aldous
allianz Life insurance Company  

of North america
american Council of  

Learned Societies
american express Company and 

american express foundation
american Latvian association  

in the U.S.
american psychological 

association
americana arts foundation
katherine b. andersen*
harold C. anderson, M.D.*
brian* and kari anderson
keith h.* and Martha S. anderson
Neil p. anderson
ronald e. anderson
Dwayne o. andreas
ann and gordon getty foundation
Lydia artymiw and David grayson
association of american 

Universities
Carol a. balthazor
jacob j.* and Marjorie L. barnett
Carol* and george* barquist
phyllis e. bartlett*
helen V. beggs*
belford foundation
bemis Company foundation
Dr. robert and Margaret berdahl
robert D. and pearl Lam bergad
Michael and Carol* berman
eileen bigelow*
Dr. Norman* and Clara bjornnes
Dr. Carl e. blair
Dr. frederick j. bollum
kenneth g. bomberg*
Sally bordwell*
robert L. borg*
Margaret e. borgman*
Sharon L. borine
thomas j. and  

pauline M. bouchard
henry L. brooks*
joseph brown and Mary easter
kenneth g. brown*
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On a Personal noTe

1950s
Kate Millett, B.a. ’56, English, Ph.D. (Colum-
bia University), feminist icon, writer, artist, and 
human rights advocate, has been inducted into 
the National Women’s Hall of Fame. Millett, 
who wrote Sexual Politics, a seminal work of  
second-wave feminism, directs the Millett Cen-
ter for the Arts in New York. Read the recent 
Reach story on Millett at z.umn.edu/millett.

1960s – 70s
Joseph Westermeyer, B.a.’61 and Ph.D. ’70, 

psychology, M.a. ’69 anthropology, M.D. ’61, 
M.S. ’70 public health, received the R. Brinkley 
Smithers Distinguished Scientist Award from 
the American Society of Addiction Medicine. 
Westermeyer is chief of psychiatry services at 
Minneapolis Veterans Administration Health 
Care System and professor of psychiatry at the 
University of Minnesota.

Catherine Anderson, B.F.a. ’69, J.D. ’73, 
received the Visionary Award from the  
Foundation Fighting Blindness. The award 
recognizes her accomplishments as a distin-
guished Hennepin County district court judge 
for 15 years as she overcame the difficulties of 
Stargardt disease, and her continuing volunteer 
commitment to the University’s Department  
of Ophthalmology.

Terrance Burns, B.a. ’74, political science, 
was awarded fellow status by the American 
Society for Quality Board of Directors. Burns  
is founder and principal consultant for Burns & 
Associates, Richmond, Va.

Keith Anderson, B.a. ’76, philosophy, M.A. 
’83, architecture (Montana State University), 
published The Reluctant Architect: Language, 
Art & Architecture. Anderson, who lives in 
Montana, has received several awards from the 
American Institute of Architects.

Rebecca Blank, B.S. ’76, economics, Ph.D. 
’83, economics (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology), is the new chancellor of the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. She  
previously served as deputy secretary of the  
U.S. Department of Commerce, member  
of President Clinton’s Council of Economic 
Advisers, dean of the Gerald R. Ford School  
of Public Policy at the University of Mich-  
igan, and professor at Northwestern and 
Princeton universities.

Annie Griffiths, B.a. ’76, journalism, one  
of the first female photographers to work  
for National Geographic, is executive director  
for the nonprofit Ripple Effect Images, a 
collective of journalists who document the 
programs that empower women and girls 
throughout the developing world as they deal 
with climate change (see video at z.umn.edu/
griffiths). Her work has appeared in LIFE, 
Smithsonian, Fortune, and Stern, and she has 
written several books. Griffiths recently received 
the Award for Excellence from CLA’s School of 
Journalism and Mass Communication Alumni 
Society Board and served as keynote speaker at 
its Spring Showcase. 

Cynthia Lueck Sowden, B.a. ’76, journalism, 
published her third book, Ride Minnesota: 23 
Great Motorcycle Rides in the North Star State. 
Now a freelance journalist, she previously 
worked in corporate communications, public 
relations, and advertising. 

Kristie Bretzke, B.F.a. ’79, has solo 
exhibitions at Groveland Gallery and  
Traffic Zone Gallery this summer, featuring 
her portraits and “poolscapes.” She serves  
on the boards of Public Functionary  
and Traffic Zone Center for Visual Art  
in Minneapolis. 

John Chubb, Ph.D. ’79, political science, was 
named president of the National Association of 
Independent Schools. He is the interim CEO of 
Education Sector, a nonprofit education-policy 
think tank, founder of Leeds Global Partners 
and EdisonLearning, and distinguished visiting 
fellow at Stanford University’s Hoover Institu-
tion. He was previously a senior fellow at The 
Brookings Institution.

1980s
Ellen Abeln, B.a. ’80, French, B.A. ’80, 
physiology, M.D. ’84, was inducted as a fellow 
in the American College of Radiology. Abeln  
is medical director of the Breast Center of 
Suburban Imaging in Coon Rapids, Minn.,  
and staff radiologist at Unity Hospital and 
Mercy Hospital.

Maria Schneider, B.M. ’83, music, M.M. ’85  
(University of Rochester), composer and  
conductor, released her seventh album,  
Winter Morning Walks, this spring. In April  
the New York Times said she was possibly  
“the most prominent woman in jazz”: z.umn.
edu/schneidernyt.

Mike Ponto, B.a. ’83, american 

studies, J.D. ’89, a Minnesota Lawyer’s 
Attorney of the Year, was also awarded 
the Minnesota Justice Foundation’s 
Private Practice Lawyer Award. A part-
ner at Faegre Baker Daniels, he led the 
firm’s collaboration with the Southern 
Poverty Law Center and National 
Center for Lesbian Rights on litigation result-
ing in measures to prevent harassment of LGBT 
students in the Anoka-Hennepin School District.

David Gross, B.a. ’85, psychology, 
J.D. ’89 (Harvard), a partner at  
Faegre Baker Daniels, is now a 
member of the firm’s management 
board. Gross was recently named 
one of the  top 50 litigators in the 
U.S. under the age of 45 by American 
Lawyer. He was previously recog-

nized by the National Law Journal as having  
won one of the top 10 U.S. trial victories. He  
is a former president of the CLA Alumni Society. 

Jon Rosales, B.a. ’87, international relations, 

M.a. ’98, public affairs, Ph.D. ’04, conserva-

tion biology, associate professor at St. Lawrence 
University, spoke to the United Nations General 
Assembly as part of its Harmony with Nature 
initiative. 

Paul M. Hoffman, B.a. ‘88, sociology, works  
at Xcel Energy in investment recovery, support-
ing the company’s Midwestern operating region. 
Previously, Hoffman worked at El Paso Corpora-
tion (now Kinder Morgan) and West Publishing 
Company.

Mary Stanik, B.a. ’80, journalism, has pub-
lished a novel, Life Interrupted. A communica-
tions consultant and regular contributor to 
MinnPost, she previously worked in academic 
communications and as a speechwriter for former 
U.S. Secretary of Education Richard W. Riley 
during the Clinton administration.    
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noTable!  The 2013 class of Alumni of Notable 

Achievement was honored at a march dinner. Dean Jim 

Parente read a short tribute to each honoree, and cited 

them all for modeling and inspiring greatness, and 

bringing distinction to the college. read about them: 
z.umn.edu/notable.



april h. egan and kevin j. Lawless
elmer L. and eleanor j.  

andersen foundation
rondi C. erickson and  

guilford S. Lewis
Dr. fred and patricia L. erisman
ernst and young LLp and ernst 

and young foundation
esther b. Donovan trust
f. r. bigelow foundation
farfellow foundation
David L. and Shirley M. ferguson
Dr. Donald ferguson*
Dr. Mark k. ferguson and  

phyllis M. young
Merrill j. and Shauna ferguson
gertrude finch*
Norma C. and  

john r.* finnegan, Sr.
joan C. forester*
professor edward and  

janet foster
francis Maria foundation for 

justice and peace
Douglas a. and  

emma Carter* freeman
john D.* and berna jo french
eugene U. and Mary f. frey
thomas and ann friedman
friends of  the immigration 

history research Center
Carol M. and  

Dr. benjamin f.* fuller, jr.
burt and Nan galaway
jacqui and george* gardner
anne flaxman geisser and 

Seymour geisser*
george t. pennock Charitable 

Lead trust
german-american heritage 

foundation
Meg and wayne gisslen
gkL Management Consulting LLp
emily glassberg Sands
glen and harold bend foundation 

of the St. paul foundation
Lloyd f. gonyea in memoriam
professor David f. and  

rosemary good
Dr. robert L. and  

katherine D. goodale
Doug and jane gorence
government of Cyprus
persis r. gow
graco, inc. and graco foundation
william f.* and patricia M.* greer
greystone foundation
Sharon C. grimes
Dr. Shane t. and  

Suzanne r. grivna
Dalos w. grobe
jonathan r. gross
Dr. Catherine b. guisan
Cleyonne gustafson*
h r k trust
bette hammel
ronald N. and Carol a. handberg
hanovers Manufacturers trust
Dr. Lars p. hansen and  

grace r. tsiang
patricia* and einar* hardin
elizabeth t.* and  

john L.* harnsberger
harold L. korda foundation
elizabeth S. harris and  

family of Dale b. harris
Sigmund M.* and joye g.* harris

Carolyn j. Sorensen
Southways foundation
Charles e. Speaks and family
janet D. Spector*
St. paul pioneer press
Star tribune and Star tribune 

foundation
Dr. Matthew and terri Stark
jane a. Starr
Lucille* and Del Stelling
Mary k. and gary h. Stern
Stern partners LLC
Dr. eldon L.* and helen h.* Stevens
gretchen Stieler*
hannah C. Stocker*
winnifred fabel Stockman*
Drs. james j. jenkins* and 

winifred Strange
Strother Communications group
Svenska institutet
Craig and janet Swan
Donald f. and Virginia h. Swanson
Charles b. Sweningsen
Dr. agnes w. h. tan
joseph h. tashjian and  

Sandra kay Savik
paul a. and Lucienne j. taylor
Ming Li tchou
Mildred C. templin*
tennant foundation
Lawrence a. thibodeau
kenneth and rachel* tilsen
Luther p. and Lou r. towner
travelers Companies and 

travelers foundation
walter r. McCarthy and  

Clara M. Ueland
Unico foundation, inc.
Union pacific foundation
Unisys Corporation
Dr. Stephanie Cain Van D’elden
Donald and janet Voight
wM foundation
David and Mary ann wark
joyce L. and Daniel f. wascoe, jr.
irving and Marjorie weiser
patrick j. whitcomb and  

patty a. Napier
Delvina e. wiik
Lloyd a. wilford*
william randolph hearst 

foundation
Dr.* and Mrs.* o. Meredith wilson
Dr. Donald L. winkelmann
elsie p. worch*
ryan w. and Susan C. young
enza zeller*

Lifetime gifts or pledges 
$10,000 - $24,999
3 h industries
aaron Copland fund for Music, inc.
ronald f. abler
harold r. adams
john S. adams
professor russell b. adams*
oscar C.* and Mary r. adamson*
kenneth j. and janet e. albrecht
Douglas allchin
james r. and elaine w. allen
american broadcasting Co., inc.
american express Company and 

american express foundation
ameriprise financial, inc.
Mary a. andres
ann b. and thomas L. friedman 

family foundation

Nils and patricia* hasselmo
helen b. hauser
the hawley family foundation
Drs. Laurie Schultz hayes and 

james todd hayes
patricia j. heikenen*
helen and Daniel Lindsay  

family fund of the  
Minneapolis foundation

helen harrington Charitable trust
hazel h.* and john* helgeson
william henderson
the henry Luce foundation, inc.
allan a. hietala
Dr. jonathan C. and  

kathleen j. hoistad
john L. holland*
the holland foundation
grace e. holloway*
honeywell and honeywell 

foundation
Deborah L. hopp
wendy horn
the horst M. rechelbacher 

foundation
Leonid hurwicz* and  

evelyn jensen hurwicz
Susanne Lilly and  

zenas w. hutcheson iii
Marion b. hutchinson*
itt Consumer financial 

Corporation
warren and Mary ibele
institute for aegean prehistory
irvin b. Maizlish trust
jane burkleo fund of the 

Minneapolis foundation
janice gardner foundation
anne and eric jensen
ardes johnson
paul e. joncas*
Chester r. jones*
jacqueline Nolte jones*
professor wendell j.* and 

elizabeth josal
judson and barbara bemis 

Charitable remainder trust
professor Donald w. and  

phyllis L. kahn
honorable Max M.* and  

Marjorie* kampelman
Clayton kaufman*
kathryn e. keefer
garrison e. keillor
David a. kelm
william h. and Madoline D.* kelty
kevin j. Mossier foundation
Dorothy L. kincaid*
ruth kincaid*
joseph* and  

jacqueline* kinderwater
Margaret L. kirkpatrick
Suzanne and kip knelman
knight foundation
jim and pam knowles
knox foundation
Nicholas and anastasia kolas
Samuel S. kortum
william b. frels and  

bonita M. kozub-frels
peter j. and Linda r. kreisman
Mark r. kriss
kStp aM/fM and tV
Dorothy t. kuether
Myron and anita kunin
john and jennifer kutzik
Sharon k. thompson kuusisto

frauncee L. Ladd
Lam research foundation
Dorothy e. Lamberton
trudy e. Lapic
Don r. and Carole j. Larson
rosalind L. Laskin
billie C. Lawton*
Dj Leary and Linda L. wilson
Dave and julie Lee
kaarle h. Lehtinen*
Mildred b. Leighton*
Leo and Lillian gross family 

philanthropic fund
Leonard, Street and Deinard  

and Leonard, Street and 
Deinard foundation

Leonard h. and w. joyce Levitan
Liberace foundation for 

performing and Creative arts
Lilliput foundation
David M. and perrin b. Lilly
Dr. Lynn y. S. Lin
Leonard e. Lindquist*
Daniel t. and helen e. Lindsay
Litterman family foundation
Serge e. Logan
Lominger Limited, inc.
Longview foundation
Maureen Lowe and Carl Mcgary
richard Luis and  

juanita bolland Luis
fred* and barbara* Lukermann
judy i. Lund
Neilan b. Lund*
Stephanie k. and  

warren L. Lundsgaard
terry e. Shima and  

Margaret a. Lutz
joseph D. Lykken
Matthew a. and Suzanne L. Lykken
Dorothy b. Magnus*
phyllis Maizlish
Maizlish family foundation
Lester a. Malkerson*
Mardag foundation
Marion b. hutchinson trust
Drs. erwin and Doris g. Marquit
jacqueline g. McCauley
Dr. Virginia g. McDavid
professor richard p. McDermott*
james “red”* and  

edythe V.* McLeod
Medtronic and Medtronic 

foundation
professor ellen Messer-Davidow
Dr. janice a. Meyer
Midwest Communications, inc. – 

wCCo-tV
Midwest federal Savings and Loan
Minneapolis jewish federation 

Community foundation
Minnesota State Council on 

economic education
arthur h. “red”* and  

helene b.* Motley
rolf and ingrid Muehlenhaus
paul b. Mulhollem and  

Valerie k. Cravens
Marilyn j. and Malcolm h.* Myers
National italian american 

foundation, inc.
agnes t. Nelson*
jack and Cathy* Nelson
thomas r. Nides and  

Virginia C. Moseley
katherine and Stuart Nielsen
richard f. Noland*

Charles M. Nolte*
Mary ann and Louis p.* Novak
Dr. keith and Nancy Nuechterlein
Michael o’rourke
Linda odegard
odessa katsila
orange County Community 

foundation
professor roger* and  

Mary anne page
Coleen pantalone
grace C. and  

Charles a.* parsons, Sr.
pearson Clinical  

assessment Division
Marilyn k. h. and  

Dr. Steven w. peltier
personnel Decisions  

research institute
wilma g.* and wayne r.* pierce
Nina and phil pillsbury
Laura D. platt
Mr.* and Mrs.* harold j. pond
Charles k. porter
edward C. and jan prescott
pricewaterhouseCoopers and 

pricewaterhouseCoopers 
foundation

ken* and pat puffer
Nicholas j. puzak
Virginia g. puzak
ralph r. kriesel foundation
Dr. phillip j. ranheim*
harvey b. ratner*
george and frances C.* reid
republic of Latvia
professor Marcel and  

Sheila* richter
Donald john roberts
Michelle e. roberts
robert g. robinson, ph.D.*
Calvin j. roetzel
elisabeth and andreas rosenberg
rosenthal Collins group LLC
bruce p. rubinger
ronald k. and Carol b. rydell
robert w. and janet f. Sabes
Sabes family foundation
Salus Mundi foundation
parker D.* and isabella* Sanders
Santa fe institute
David and Leena Santore
Donald C.* and Mary j.* Savelkoul
richard L. and Maryan S. Schall
jean Schlemmer
the Nick Schoen family
the Schubert Club
Dr. hertha j. Schulze
jeff and Mary Scott
john t. Scott*
william f.* and zoe w. Sealy
Securian foundation
Drs. wilhelm w. and  

Mary a. Seeger
Dr. Miriam Segall
Michael r. Sieben
gerald M. and eileen Siegel
john a. Simler
Drs. Carol M. and  

john M. Simpson
Leo j. and Cheryl a. Sioris
Debra a. Sit and peter h. berge
richard h. and Mary jo Skaggs
jonathan e. Smaby
Charles k. and Susanne M. Smith
Maureen C. Smith
Soka University of america
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On a Personal noTe

1990s
Sheryl Lightfoot, M.a. ’94, public affairs,  

M.a. ’07 and Ph.D. ’09, political science,  
a professor at the University of British 
Columbia, was awarded a Canada Research 
Chair, one of Canada’s most prestigious 
research professorships. Her research 
focuses on indigenous people’s politics,  
rights, and social movements.

Friederike Nelson, M.F.a. ’95, art, marked 
her 70th birthday with a benefit fundraiser, 
“70 for 70,” at which she sold her original 
paintings to sponsor the education of girls  
in India, Afghanistan, and Sri Lanka.

Flavia L. Zappa, M.M. ’96, music, swam  
in the 24-mile Tampa Bay Marathon Swim, 
finishing in 15 hours and 10 minutes. The  
race is the longest sanctioned by U.S. Masters 
Swimming. Zappa is a violinist for the Sarasota 
Orchestra.

Tanetha Grosland, B.a. ’97, political science, 
M.Ed. ’04, Ph.D. ’11, education, is an assistant 
professor at Morgan State University, Baltimore, 
Md. Her research interest is education for 
antiracism and intercultural competence.

Jeff Rathermel, B.F.a ’97, art, M.a. ’89, 

public affairs, M.F.a. ’00, is executive director 
of the Minnesota Center for Book Arts. Last 
winter he mounted a show, “Articulating the 
Infinite,” at the Traffic Zone Gallery in 
Minneapolis. 

Cheryl Strayed, B.a. ’97, 

English, B.a. ’97, gender, 

women and sexuality 

studies, won the Barnes  
& Noble Discover Great 
New Writers Award — first 
prize for non-fiction — 
for her coming-of-age 
memoir, Wild.

Emily Johnson, B.F.a ’98, will premiere 
SHORE, the final piece in a dance trilogy 
commissioned by Northrop at the University of 
Minnesota, in June 2014. Her work is supported 
by a national MAP Fund grant, a Doris Duke 
Residency to Build Demand for the Arts grant, 
and a McKnight Foundation Artist Fellowship 
for Choreographers.

Lindsay Brice, B.a. ’99, gender, women and 

sexuality studies, J.D. ’07, an assistant city 
attorney for the City of Rochester’s criminal 
division, mentors young women through Bolder 
Options, a nonprofit focusing on at-risk youth, 
and serves on the Ann Bancroft Foundation 
granting committee.

2000s
Yvette Pye, M.a. ’00, Ph.D. ’06, geography, 
associate professor at Saint Mary’s University  
of Minnesota, published a memoir, Going from 
the Projects to Ph.D.: Transcending My Geography. 
Pye serves as president of the Association of 
Black Women in Higher Education-Minnesota 
Chapter.

Tamara Ober, B.a. ’01, sociology, B.F.a. ’01, 

dance, received a McKnight Artist Fellowship 
for Dancers and Choreographers.

Ryan Truesdell, B.M. ’02, music, won a 
GRAMMY award for Best Musical Arrange-
ment for “How About You,” a track on his jazz 
album, CENTENNIAL: Newly Discovered Works 
of Gil Evans which received two GRAMMY 
nominations. Listen at z.umn.edu/truesdell.

Phyllis Alsdurf, Ph.D. ’04, mass communica-

tion, writing professor at Bethel University, 
Saint Paul, published It’s Milking Time, a 
children’s book.

Luke Behrends, B.a. ’04, journalism, a 
copywriter for Saatchi & Saatchi, cowrote Tide’s 
“miracle stain” Super Bowl commercial, ranked 

second by USA Today’s Ad Meter and winner  
of the Kellogg School Super Bowl Advertising 
Review.

Kari Mosel, B.F.a. ’04, dance, received a 
McKnight Artist Fellowship for Artists.

Amanda Coplin, M.F.a. ’06, 

creative writing, won the 
Barnes & Noble Discover 
Great New Writers 
Award — first prize for 
fiction — for her debut  
novel, The Orchardist. 

Amy Shearn, M.F.a. ’05, creative writing, 
published her second novel, The Mermaid of 
Brooklyn, an Oprah Book of the Week. 

Abbey Kleinert, B.a. ’08, art, cofounded Recess 
Press, a Saint Paul printmaking collective, and 
recently exhibited at the Minnesota Museum of 
American Art. She also teaches the creative 
process to adults.

Ethan Rutherford, M.F.a. ’09, creative writing, 
was named a Barnes & Noble Discover Great 
New Writer for his debut book, The Peripatetic 
Coffin and Other Stories. 

Allison Schardin, M.M. ’09, vocal performance, 
was cast in the Minnesota Opera’s performance 
of Turandot. 

Kaylee Skaar, B.a. ’09, journalism, is commu-
nications director for the Hawaii State House of 
Representatives’ Republican Caucus.

Drew Horwood, B.a. ’12, history, B.S.B. ’12,  
a process designer at Cargill, won eight straight 
games on “Jeopardy!” this spring. 

TEll us hOw yOu arE  

aniMaTing ThE liBEral arTs: 

clarEach@uMn.EDu
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ANDREA MOKROS, 

B.a. ’99, political 

science, is special 

assistant to President 

Barack Obama and 

director of strategic 

planning at the White 

House. She previously worked as director 

of scheduling and advance for michelle 

Obama, and deputy chief of staff for 

minnesota Governor mark Dayton and 

minnesota u.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar.

By TAryn IBAcH



Carolyn f. and Daniel j. ansel
Stephen D. ansolabehere
Catherine b. and  

frederick M. asher
asian american journalists 

association-MN
beverly M. and  

Stephen b. atkinson
Dr. achilles C. avraamides
Charles h. and  

barbara a. backstrom
jenny Victoria baker*
Moya a. and alan ball
Dr. Cristina g. banks
barbro osher pro Suecia 

foundation
robert L. and Linda M. barrows
Merritt L. and Marilyn o. bartlett
baxter international foundation
Myrtle M.* and Northrop beach*
paulina beato
Charles h. bell*
inga Steele benson in memoriam 

and john w. benson
Linda keillor berg and  

David a. berg
Nicholas e. berkholtz
frank and toby berman
Don and Carol birkeland
Caroline a. blanshard*
rick a. borchert
Michael a. and Sally bosanko
Lucille Noah brouillette  

in memoriam
Donald i. brownstein and  

Lisa tannebaum
Shelley b. and  

richard t. brundage
gary D. and  

wendy Schuessler bryan
Marjorie a. bryden*
Dr. Sheila a. burke
David r. and  

Sharon e. burris-brown
Dr. jon h. and roxanne D. butler
Dr. Diane Camp and paul Leutgeb
karlyn kohrs Campbell
Campbell Mithun
andrew M. and Miriam a. Canepa
Cargill and Cargill foundation
Carl a. weyerhaeuser 1966 trust
howard C. Carlson, ph.D.
Virginia D. and  

robert w. Carlson, jr.
georgia L. Carmean*
john r. Carsky
Lynn Casey and Mike thornton
Lawrence Cattron*
Dr. julia halberg and  

Mark Chatterton
Dr. Stephen L. Chew
allison h. Christensen* and 

raymond L. page*
Dimitris Christodoulou
hsiao-Lei Chu and  

Nan-kuang Chen
Claire k. hekman trust
heather M. and Matthew j. Clark
Classical association of the  

Middle west and South
Clifford C. and Virginia g. Sorensen 

Charitable trust of the  
St. paul foundation

CoMpaS
frances Comstock*
Conference on jewish Material 

Claims against germany, inc.

Nederlandse taalunie
jon D. Nelson
thomas f. Nelson and  

Susan richard Nelson
william C. Nelson*
New york times Co.  

foundation, inc.
alice park Newman
Charles N. Newstrom
earl and judy* Nolting
Dr. Margaret* and john* Nordin
professor Steven ruggles and  

Dr. Lisa Norling
Monica b. Novak
Dr. patrick a. o’Dougherty
Susanne M. olin
josep C. oliu
rhoda C. and gregory L. olsen
Craig N. and elizabeth a. ordal
pacific and world travel, inc.
Sonia e. and richard L. patten
Marcia Motley patterson
june D.* and  

theodore C.* paulson
janell M. and raymond D. pepper
personnel Decisions international
elaine D. and erland k. persson*
penelope and robert r. peters
pharmaceutical research and 

Manufacturers of america
Morton b. and pauline phillips*
photo Marketing association 

international
jorg and angela pierach
Carol pierce
henry a. pillsbury
john S. and ellen f. pillsbury
philip w. pillsbury, jr.
pillsbury Company and pillsbury 

Company foundation
polish american Congress 

Charitable foundation, inc.
wayne e. and Virginia L. potratz
pragmatic C. Software Corp.
prairie island indian Community
prudential financial, inc. and  

the prudential foundation
psi Chi
Sylvia a. Quast
Qwest and Qwest foundation
gary b. and Susan h. rappaport
Douglas reeves
gwendoline L. reid, ph.D.*
joanne wright reierson and  

Lars a. reierson
howard S. reinmuth
republic of Cyprus
jeffrey C. and Martha f. rice
right Management Consultants
Charles* and evelyn ritz*
riverview international group, inc.
arthur L. and jeannie rivkin
wyndham robertson
robins kaplan Miller and Ciresi 

LLp Charitable foundation
harold and ruth roitenberg
professor thomas a. and  

Mary M. rose
florane* and jerome rosenstone*
Manuel h. ruder*
george e.* and falsum V. russell*
ruth Schaefer trust
S. C. johnson foundation
Dr. terry t. Saario and Lee t. Lynch
Saint paul District Dental Society
florence Saloutos*
eileen a. Scallen

parker M. Congdon*
Conway Charitable  

Lead annuity trust
gus* and Shirley* Cooper
Michael and julia Costello
Crown equipment Corp.
Claudia Drake Curtis
gertrude* and Sophus M. Dahl*
Lenore b. Danielson
Dayton hudson Corporation and 

Dayton hudson foundation
Ddb Needham worldwide, inc.
beatrice Lofgren DeLue*
David a. Dewahl
Dr. amos and Sandra S. Deinard
Deutsche bank
Lois e. Dewitt
professor hazel f. Dicken-garcia
Norma h. and Douglas a.* Dolliff
Donald f. and Virginia h.  

Swanson fund of the 
Minneapolis foundation

evelyn a. Donaldson*
Lila Downs and paul Cohen 
george Duncan and Sheryl kelsey
Sheryl j. Dunnette
Dunnette group LtD
e.i. Dupont De Nemours  

and Company
e. k. Strong Memorial foundation
Drs. brian e. engdahl and  

raina e. eberly
heidi gesell
embassy of italy
george S. emery and  

Lori S. jennings-emery
emma b. howe Memorial 

foundation
richard engebretson
patricia hill engel
harry a. and rita M. engelbrecht
gail g. engerholm
emogene becker evans*
professor Sara M. evans
fast horse, inc.
David L. and Susan k. ferguson
robert b. fering
john k.* and elsie Lampert* fesler
kevin w. finn and Michele e. fraser
robert C. flink
florence kanee fund/the jewish 

foundation of Manitoba
florida international University 

foundation, inc.
florida power and Light group 

foundation, inc.
robert e. and Dorothy flynn
Clarence g. frame*
abraham franck
frank and toby berman family 

foundation
henry e. fuldner
andrew L. galaway
francis C. gamelin
professor Norman* and  

edith* garmezy
geCo and ge fund
william and beth geiger
george and Lillith burner 

foundation
george w. patton and Mary 

burnham patton foundation
gerald and patrice halbach 

Charitable fund
professor Diane katsiaficas and 

Norman gilbertson
gita/Lakshmi Sitaramiah fund

helen j. and william r. gladwin
David L. and Marie k. goblirsch
harvey and gail Dryer goldberg
Dr. Stanley M. and  

Luella g. goldberg
Nellie g. and arne e. gomsi*
Dr. irving and Carol gottesman
gayatri* and  

zakkula govindarajulu*
kenneth L. graham*
greek Ministry of Culture
Lawrence and ronya greenberg
willard a. greenleaf
jean M. and edward M. griffin
gustavus adolphus College
guthrie theater
Dr. helen M. hacker
james j. hahn
Milton D. hakel
patrice a. and gerald p. halbach
Lili hall Scarpa and andrea Scarpa
professor kathleen a. hansen
richard a. and Linda S. hanson
harcourt brace and Company
harold e. hardy*
alfred and ingrid Lenz harrison
george hatzisavvas
kathleen f. heenan
Casper h and Mary hegdal
Samuel D. heins
Claire k. hekman
Dr.* and Mrs.* walter w. heller
henphil pillsbury founder fund of 

the Minneapolis foundation
henry j. kaiser family foundation
Vivian h. hewer*
Mary kay hicks
Mark f. hiemenz and  

Charles C. rounds
wallace g. and Deborah b. hilke
a. william hoglund*
Michael and judy hopp
hormel Corporation and  

hormel foundation
graham b. hovey*
john r. and judith j. howe
Cyndy j. hubbard
ibM Corporation
international Multifoods 

Charitable foundation
barbara D. jackson
jacqueline Nolte jones 

foundation of the  
St. paul foundation

Charlotte w. januschka
irene k. k. and j. Vernon jensen
jerome foundation
jerome joss trust
jacqueline jodl and  

james Viceconte
john and Mary r. Markle 

foundation
john wiley and Sons
earl L. and beverly r. johnson
Linda k. and theodore C. johnson
johnson and johnson
Dr. tobin and Susan jones
Louise k. jung*
kare 11
ktCa/ktCi-public television
Stephen e. kairies
peter r. kann
paul and Sarah karon
Sam h. kaufman*
thomas a. keller iii
Michael and helene keran
eva C. keuls

kidder peabody foundation
judith M. kirby
Mr.* and Mrs. Victor h. kramer
james N. krebs
Steven krikava and Linda Singer
elizabeth g. kruger*
Dr. john and Nanciann kruse
janice M. and Dr. joseph j.* kwiat
thomas and anne LaMotte
Land o’Lakes foundation
gregg M. and Lisa f. Larson
Lawrence a. and Mary j. Laukka
fred and Catherine Lauritsen
David and randy Lebedoff
helga Leitner and  

eric S. Sheppard
adam M. Lerner and  

Mary ann fest
Diane M. and David M. Lilly
Lincoln financial foundation
Lincoln park zoological Society
Linda and robert barrows 

philanthropic fund
russell C. Lindgren, M.D.* and 

anne winslow Lindgren, ph.D.*
Mr. and Mrs. john Lindstrom
howard and roberta Liszt
Lockheed Martin Corporation 

foundation
john y. and Marjorie C. Loper
Carla Lukermann
Mary a. Lundeberg and  

william fox*
Mr. David j. Madson and  

Ms. helen DeMichiel
Marguerite g. and Chester r. 

jones educational and 
Charitable trust

Mark and Charlie’s gay Lesbian 
fund for Moral Values

Martin Marietta Corporation 
foundation

Marvin and Mildred gustavson 
family fund of the  
St. paul foundation

Dr. andreu Mas-Colell
aileen* and george* McClintock
Lawrence j. and  

andrea k. Mcgough
robert and wanda McCaa
Mildred McClellan
aileen* and george* McClintock
Dr. Sheila j. McNally
Mary Myers McVay
Christopher M. Meadows and 

barbara reid
Merrill Lynch and Co  

foundation, inc.
judith p. Meyers
james h. Michael
george and Carolyn Milkovich
Dr. richard e. Miller
Ministry of Culture of  

the hellenic republic
Minnesota historical Society
Dr. phyllis Moen
jean a. Montgomery
alexander w. Moore and  

Linda M. antonucci
Shirley p. Moore
Morrey Salkin foundation
Marion S.* and robert D. Moulton*
Marianne Muellerleile
Mary N. Mullaney*
David e. and judy L. Myers
joseph j.* and priscilla j. Nauer
NCS pearson, inc.
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the LIVES ThEy LEd

Don Gillmor, M.A. ’50, 

Ph.D. ’61, journalism, 
professor emeritus, died 
February 14 at Rose of 
Sharon Manor, Roseville, 
of complications of 
Alzheimer’s disease and 
other illnesses. He was 
86. Arriving at the 
University’s journalism 
school in 1965, Gillmor 
became the nation’s foremost expert on ethics 
and media law, advised the Minnesota Daily  
(for 30 years), and prepared generations of 
journalism students — a number of whom 
became professors at prestigious universities.  
He founded the Silha Center for the Study of 
Media Ethics and Law, with funds provided  
by Otto Silha, former president and publisher  
of the Star Tribune. “Don appreciated the 
significance of the difference between law and 
ethics — between what we have a right to do  
and what’s right to do,” said Theodore Glasser, 
former assistant director of the Silha Center, 
now professor at Stanford University’s Depart-
ment of Communication. “But he also under-
stood why questions of ethics precede questions 
of law, why what’s ethical is a more foundational 
question than what’s legal.”

The School of Journalism and Mass Communica-
tion has established an endowment to fund the 
Donald M. Gillmor Memorial Fellowship in Media 
Ethics and Law, and will match donor contribu-
tions dollar-for-dollar.

•	 Contribute	to	memorial	fund:	 
z.umn.edu/fundgillmor

•	 Read	more	about	Gillmor	in	the	Murphy	
Reporter:	z.umn.edu/gillmormurphy

•	 Share	memories:	z.umn.edu/gillmorshare

Chun-Jo “CJ” Liu, longtime 
professor of Chinese languages 
and literature, died September 24 
in a Minneapolis care facility of 
congestive heart failure. She was 
90. Born in Beijing, she arrived at 
the U of M in 1963, and helped the 

University become one of the first in the nation 
to reach out to China in 1979, the year com-
munication opened between the two countries. 
She figured prominently in the creation of the 

University’s East Asian Languages and Litera-
ture Library, and the China Center. Liu had 
previously taught at Vassar College, Stan-
ford University, and the University of British 
Columbia-Vancouver.

Jochen Schulte-Sasse, professor emeritus in 
the Department of Cultural Studies and Com-
parative Literature, and the Department of Ger-
man, Scandinavian & Dutch, died December 12 
of progressive supranuclear palsy, a rare degener-
ative disease, in Piedmont, Calif., surrounded by 
members of his family. He was 72. Recognized 
as one of the world’s most influential scholars of 
German and comparative literature, he helped 
found the cultural studies and comparative 
literature department at the University, where 
he had taught since 1978. The landmark book 
series, The Theory and 
History of Literature, which 
he cofounded and edited, 
is said to have transformed 
the intellectual landscape  
of the late 20th century. 
Schulte-Sasse also edited  
the journal Cultural Critique, 
which he was instrumental 
in moving from the Oxford University Press 
to the University of Minnesota Press, helping 
to establish the latter as a premier publisher 
of literary and cultural theory and intellectual 
thought. His scholarship engaged him broadly: 
from considerations of Kant and Hegel, to 
contemporary politics, to Harlequin romances. 
He objected to the practice of identifying too 
closely with any political party, issue, or person, 
believing it jeopardizes critical, independent 
thinking, which can be achieved through the 
study of the humanities, especially language and 
literature.

Read	an	interview	with	Schulte-Sasse:	 
z.umn.edu/jocheninterview

Contribute to the Jochen Schulte-Sasse 
Fellowship in German 
Studies:	z.umn.edu/
schultesassefund

Milt “Beaver” Adams, 

B.A. ’50, economics, of 
Edina, died November 18 
of complications of multiple 
strokes, at 84. He served in the Korean War as 
a lieutenant, and worked for some years in the 

corporate sector. In 1970 he founded Adams & 
Others, an advertising agency that eventually 
also produced mini-books and corporate reports. 
Then, at the age of 70, believing that many good, 
new authors were “snubbed” by established 
publishers, he founded Beaver’s Pond Press on a 
mentoring model, providing authors with editing, 
printing, sales, and marketing support. Among its 
700-plus titles are Kramarczuk’s Family  
Classics by Orest and Katie Kramarczuk, The 
Twins at the Met by Bob Showers, and The Old 
Log Theater & Me by Don Stolz. In 2007 Adams 
told the Star Tribune, “I know that Beaver’s  
Pond is my purpose in life. It is what I was  
meant to do.”

Robert Cherry Foy II, Ph.D. ’73, 

english, died May 1, at 78, of  
complications from lung disease.  
He served in the Air Force, taught  
at the U of M English Department, 
and then spent the balance of his 
career teaching at the University of 
St. Thomas. A Shakespeare scholar, 
he chaired the English Department from 1973 to 
1976, and became the school’s first director of 
faculty development. After his wife, Nancy, died 
in 2002, he began to get tattoos, explaining that 
“it’s a way for [people] to mark on the outside 
that something has changed inside.” 

Peter James McKenna, Jr., M.A. ’54, 

psychology, died April 3 in a Bloom-
ington nursing home, at 88. For years, 
people at Minneapolis City Hall knew 
him as the “singing blind man” who ran 
the convenience store in the basement; 
McKenna had lost his eyes and two  
fingers to a tank explosion in World War II. He 
served in Germany in Gen. George S. Patton’s 
Third Army, fighting at Normandy and in the 
Battle of the Bulge, and in his final battle in  
Germany. McKenna subsequently completed  
his bachelor’s degree at Catholic University in 
Washington and master’s at the U of M — with 
help from reading aides. In addition to running 
the convenience story, McKenna worked as a 
benefits counselor at the Fort Snelling VA, and 
traveled as a member of Friendship Force Inter-
national, a nonprofit cultural exchange program.
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KEN TALLE, B.A. ’66, history, 

recently created the Talle Family 

Scholarship Program. It awards ten 

full-tuition senior-year scholarships 

annually to exceptional undergraduates, 

who are selected by honored faculty 

scholars. The goal is to inspire, reward, 

and support academic excellence. Talle 

and the scholarship’s first recipients 

celebrated at a May 2 reception. 

Read about the students at  
z.umn.edu/talle

A few days ago I attended an educational workshop 
where ROPI was the buzz. What is it? Return  
on Philanthropic Investment, that’s what. The names 
listed on the pages preceding this column highlight 
individuals, families, foundations, and corporations 
who stepped forward to provide a dynamic education 
for our students. All gifts to CLA are appreciated, most 
of all because they signal your faith in our college and 
especially our students. We are fortunate to have a 
sizeable group of givers this year, so please check 
our website — z.umn.edu/clagiving — to find a more 
comprehensive list of donors. 

Let’s take a look at the collective impact of your gifts 
during the 2012-13 school year. CLA students and fac-
ulty received more than $8.5 million dollars to support 
their academic endeavors: 

» 900+ students received CLA scholarships, providing 
$2.8 million to offset their cost of attendance and 
ensure that they have access to important learning 
opportunities, including study-abroad experiences 
and the chance to conduct research alongside leading 
CLA faculty members as early as their freshman year. 

» 500+ graduate students received CLA fellowships 
this year, providing $3.3 million to immerse them-

selves in their fields of 
inquiry, attend professional 
conferences, and purchase 
data and equipment to 
advance their own research.

» $2.4 million in teaching 
awards and research funds were received by our 
outstanding faculty to reward excellence in the 
classroom and to support frontier research.

» More than 50 students received $75,000 in intern-
ship awards, allowing them to hold unpaid intern-
ships at local businesses, nonprofits, and government 
offices throughout Minnesota and beyond.

Wow! What a testament to the power to change others’ 
lives! Thank you so much. 

To learn more about how to make gifts of stock, 
include CLA in your estate plan, or explore other ways 
to give, please call me at 612-625-5031. 

MARY HICKS
Director, Development & Alumni Relations

hicks002@umn.edu
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CLA’S REACH CONTINUES TO IMPRESS. 

Reach has received awards from the Minnesota Magazine and  
Publishing Association, University of Minnesota Communicators  
Forum, and Society of Professional Journalists.

BEST MAGAZINE ISSUE
BRONZE 2012 (Left to right) Reuben Verdoljak, Zachary Montgomery, Johnathon Walker, 

Soumitra Shukla, Colin Wendt, Talle, Christopher Hammerly, Elisa Horning,  

Emma Childs, Rebecca Whitmore. Not pictured is Isaac Wicker.
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CLA Presents For Your Summer PleASure

mAY 23 - SeP 8
GolF

Walker on the Green

Minneapolis Sculpture garden

Minneapolis

a mini-golf course like  

no other! Students of CLa  

art professor Chris Larson 

helped design it.

june 25 - julY 20
art

instructions for Peace

Nash gallery

regis Center for art

a touring, interactive 

exhibition: people’s  

instructions for peace  

in the 21st century.  

Feb 22 2014

a Brighter U

Coffee and stimulating 

conversation about big ideas 

with CLa faculty!

SeP 22-28
homecoming  
ski-U-Madness

game (v. iowa), parade, 

competitions, and much more!

to MArk on  

your CALendAr
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CoUrteSy of waLker art CeNter

jun 13 - Aug 24

theater

sweet revenge

U of M Showboat 

harriet island, Saint paul

a vaudeville-style melodrama 

about a reformed criminal, a 

farmer’s daughter — and bad guys! 

Musical olios by Vern Sutton.
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